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Introduction 
The Iowa Department of Transportation hosted a peer exchange in Ames, Iowa, on May 22 and 23, 
2019. The AASHTO Research Advisory Committee (RAC) Region 3 members plan to meet yearly to 
explore opportunities for collaboration among research programs. Combining a regional collaboration 
meeting with one member’s research peer exchange provides an opportunity for the group to fulfill two 
objectives in one setting. 

Representatives from seven of the nine Region 3 state DOT members and the Transportation Research 
Board convened with the Iowa DOT Research Bureau staff to share experiences, lessons learned, and 
opportunities for collaboration among the group. 

Objectives 
As reflected in the agenda (Appendix A), the peer exchange centered around four main topics: 

1. Iowa DOT Program Overview

Collecting feedback from attendees on Iowa’s research program, including what is working well and
where there are opportunities for improvement.

2. Program Management

Identifying how Region 3 research programs can complement each other by collaborating at a high
level where effective and efficient opportunities exist.

3. National Programs

Discussing how to partner effectively with other Region 3 states within established national research
programs.
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4. Implementation 

Developing strategies identifying and implementing research projects completed in other Region 3 
states. 

Peer Exchange Participants 
The peer exchange brought together representatives from Iowa DOT, six visiting state DOTs, and the 
Transportation Research Board. The following individuals participated in the two-day event. 

Iowa Department of Transportation 
Peggi Knight, Chief, Research & Analytics Bureau 
Brian Worrel, Research Program Manager 
Khyle Clute, SPR Research Engineer 
Vanessa Goetz, Operations Research Engineer 
Brian Moore, Secondary Roads Research Engineer 

Visiting State DOT Research Programs 
Illinois Department of Transportation 

Megan Swanson, Technical Research Coordinator 
Kansas Department of Transportation 

Dave Meggers, Assistant Chief, Research Bureau 
David Behzadpour, Technology Transfer Engineer 

Michigan Department of Transportation 
Carol Aldrich, Engineer of Research 
Michael Townley, Research Project Administration Manager 

Minnesota Department of Transportation 
Katie Walker, Director, Office of Research & Innovation 
Katie Fleming-Vogl, Implementation Manager 

Missouri Department of Transportation 
Jen Harper, Research Administrative Engineer 
Ryan Martin, Research Engineer 

Wisconsin Department of Transportation 
Diane Gurtner, Research & Library Services Supervisor 
Lynn Hanus, Program & Policy Analyst 

Transportation Research Board 
Claire Randall, Senior Program Officer 
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Left to right: Khyle Clute, Brian Worrel, Michael Townley (back row), Dave Meggers, Diane Gurtner, Jen 
Harper, Katie Fleming-Vogl, Lynn Hanus, Vanessa Goetz, Katie Walker, Megan Swanson, Ryan Martin, 
Claire Randall and Carol Aldrich. Not pictured: David Behzadpour, Peggi Knight and Brian Moore. 

Format 
The peer exchange began with a morning dedicated to a presentation on the Iowa DOT research 
program (Appendix B) given by the research program manager. Afterward, the attendees provided 
feedback on the program, which included suggestions for Iowa and ideas that attendees can take back 
to their own programs. 
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The group spent the remainder of the two-day peer exchange discussing three topics related to 
collaboration among the Region 3 members: program management, making use of research findings, 
and implementation. 

Prior to the peer exchange, the attendees completed a survey with questions about each topic area and 
a request to provide topic-related documents. Survey responses are summarized in Appendix C. 

The participants concluded the peer exchange by discussing their thoughts on the pairing of the AASHTO 
Region 3 collaboration meeting with a state peer exchange and ways this could become an annual 
event. The group also shared takeaways for their agencies and opportunities for the Region 3 members 
to strengthen collaboration across the group.  

Peer Exchange Topic 1—Iowa DOT Program Overview and Feedback 

Highlights of Iowa DOT program 

• Iowa’s “Project Development Process Responsibilities” flow chart is included as Appendix D. 

• The focus areas driving Iowa’s research program are safety, mobility, sustainability and technology. 
A one-page handout summarizing these areas is included as Appendix E. 

• Projects can be submitted any time during the year, with trimester deadlines for consideration. 

• All ideas are submitted using an online form. Iowa uses Cognito Forms, which allows for document 
uploads. Iowa is looking for a new platform that can take an idea submission all the way through 
project management. 

• Research staff initially review ideas to identify and remove any that are inappropriate for the 
program. During the open feedback solicitation, anyone (internal or external) can provide feedback 
on research project ideas. Research staff review the ideas again before sending them on to the 
appropriate Iowa DOT bureau for prioritization and assignment of a champion. 

• A Project Development Group (PDG) is formed to further develop the project ideas. This could 
include requesting a literature search. 

• Requests for proposals (RFPs) are posted and anyone can submit a proposal. Iowa receives higher 
quality proposals because of the competition. No dollars are assigned to RFPs. Proposers are more 
thoughtful about what they can realistically provide within their budget. Cost is a factor in project 
selection. Sometimes proposers are asked to collaborate on a project. 

• The research staff assigns winning proposals to a specific research program: Iowa Highway Research 
Board (IHRB), State Planning and Research (SPR) or Other. A Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) is 
formed, and the project begins with a kickoff meeting. 

• The research staff have conducted “Research on Tour” where they presented to various levels of 
staff in the bureaus. They have also presented to the district offices and to three universities. 
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Feedback and takeaways from visiting DOTs and TRB participants 

Strengths of Iowa DOT’s research program and opportunities for improvement were offered by Iowa 
DOT research staff, visiting DOTs and TRB. 

• The outreach meetings (“Research on Tour”) to the DOT staff and universities is a great idea. 

• Other states shared their project ideas submission forms for comparison. Forms for Illinois, Kansas, 
Michigan, Missouri and Wisconsin are compiled in Appendix F. 

o Iowa noted that ideas come from a variety of sources including individual DOT staff, researchers 
submitting ideas on behalf of DOT staff, industry partners, and the general public. Iowa also 
convenes focus groups that come up with project ideas. These are submitted through the online 
system and flagged to note that they are from a focus group. 

o In Missouri, about a month before problem statements are due, the research office invites 
researchers to listen to DOT staff from various areas share their thoughts on DOT issues and 
needs. This produces better problem statements. 

• Budgets 

o It may be helpful that Iowa does not provide a project budget to proposers. Missouri provides a 
“not to exceed” number. 

o Iowa’s current system allows the research office to see what proposers might be able to do with 
a higher budget. Sometimes the office receives a “top-of-the-line” budget, but then goes back to 
the proposer to see what could be done with a smaller budget. 

o The average research project budgets range by state, from a lower end of $150,000-$250,000 to 
a higher end of $250,000-$350,000 per project. 

• Scoring criteria 

o Iowa may need to develop scoring criteria for RFPs if proposers who are not selected request 
feedback on their proposals. Wisconsin shows proposers their scores only and does not provide 
feedback. 

o In Michigan, scoring criteria assists the selection panel in reaching a consensus on selecting a 
proposal. Having a scoring system helps the agency get more proposals because proposers can 
see how the process works. Proposers can contact the research staff to find out their scores in 
each category and how they could do better the next time. 

o Missouri does not share the proposal scores but will tell proposers what was missing from their 
proposals, as does Illinois. 

• RFP questions and answers 

o Illinois, Missouri and Wisconsin post questions and answers from proposers. In Missouri, 
sometimes when a proposer realizes that their question and its answer will be shared publicly, 
they decide not to ask the question. 
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o Michigan typically receives one or two questions for each RFP. 

o Iowa has never been asked a question other than about process. All questions are directed to 
the research program manager. This may be addressed later if questions and posting of answers 
becomes an issue. 

• Implementation plans in RFPs and implementation funding 

o Michigan ask proposers to address an implementation plan in the proposal. 

o Missouri currently requires generic (non-agency specific) implementation plans because 
feedback from researchers is that they don’t know enough about how things work at the DOT 
to make specific suggestions for implementation. 

o Illinois likewise asks researchers to create more generic draft standards and specifications so 
that IDOT staff may fine tune them and incorporate them into their standards and 
specifications. This was a struggle for researchers at first, but now it’s standard procedure for 
the projects. All projects are required to have an implementation plan. 

o The IHRB program discusses implementation after the final report is finished. Iowa is considering 
requiring an implementation plan non-specific to Iowa be included in the proposal. A generic 
plan containing steps for implementation would allow other states to use the plan more easily. 

o Minnesota has the budget to fund implementation projects separately. These are discussed and 
selected at an implementation projects meeting. 

o Iowa does not have the funding for implementation projects, but requiring implementation 
plans as a deliverable would be a good start. The agency may consider having a final project 
meeting focused on implementation only. 

• Tying research projects to agency strategic plans 

o Michigan obtains priorities from MDOT focus area managers; these are then reviewed by upper 
management approved and disseminated to all research stakeholders. In Illinois during the 
scoring of potential projects for funding, the agency’s vision/mission is used to ask questions 
about the projects. Upper management also asks those types of questions, and the answers help 
determine which projects move forward. 

o By contrast, in Missouri projects don’t tie to the strategic plan. Missouri is considering creating a 
strategic plan for research to help research become less reactive and better address the larger 
issues at the DOT. 

o Iowa research projects don’t need to connect to the strategic plan. However, a review of what 
agencies were doing nationally informed Iowa’s four focus areas (Appendix E). Since Iowa does 
not receive a lot of input from upper management, the research office can use the research 
focus groups to set priorities. Such priorities are then brought to upper management for 
feedback. 

• Working with local agencies 
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o Missouri was impressed with Iowa’s relationships with the local agencies. Missouri doesn’t 
conduct much research that necessarily benefits local agencies. Missouri  is working with its 
Local Technical Assistance Program (LTAP) to retool its messages for non-engineers at the local 
level. 

o Wisconsin has heard from local agencies that differences in how they operate mean that the 
DOT’s research solutions don’t often work for them. 

o Michigan’s LTAP is inquiring about getting into research. Michigan DOT can play a limited 
assistance role with the LTAP. 

o The IHRB has strong relationships with the counties and cities. It often works with locals to 
implement new methods or products and, when successful, to move  implementation to a 
statewide level. 

Peer Exchange Topic 2—Program Management 
The participants addressed the following topics to learn how Region 3 research programs can 
complement each other through program level coordination and collaboration. 

Timelines and calendars 

• State participants reviewed the timelines and schedules for their research programs. These are 
compiled in Appendix G. 

o Action: Region 3 will create a calendar of activities based on this information. 

How states manage quick turnaround projects 

• Illinois conducts quick turnaround projects with the University of Illinois system. Projects can begin 
within a month. 

• Michigan has the option of adding to a project scope with a PI that is already contracted on the 
project. Occasionally, a Center of Excellence can work on a quick turnaround project. 

• Missouri can do a quick turnaround project using sole source contracting if a high-priority issue 
arises outside of the research cycle. 

• Iowa does not have funds specifically for quick turnaround projects, but it can use shared faculty at 
the universities to answer research questions. 

How other states manage knowledge management with staff turnover 
• The participants don’t have many policies or procedures in place that address knowledge 

management issues. They deal with knowledge management on a case-by-case basis as staff leave 
the organization. 

• Wisconsin created written roles and responsibilities for its Technical Oversight Committee (TOC) 
members. TOC chairs are limited to six years in the chair position. 
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• Michigan has a research manager on every project committee in addition to the project manager,
who is the technical expert. If a project manager leaves, the research manager provides continuity
on a project.

Rehabilitation Act Section 508 report publication compliance 

• This issue affects all DOTs, but the Region 3 members can collaborate where possible.

• It was suggested at the July 2019 national AASHTO RAC meeting that state research reports are 
exempt from compliance with Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act, but this point remains in 
question. It is the case that such reports must be compliant to be posted to FHWA’s National 
Transportation Library website, and that requires attention from state DOTs. This is an evolving issue.

• Missouri is currently working on a research final report template and style guide for its researchers. 
Making charts and tables compliant can be difficult.

• Wisconsin will begin limiting the number of pages in a final research report to 50. Appendices, which 
also must be accessible, may be as long as necessary.

• Minnesota has posted publishing guidelines on its website, which include instructions on making a 
document accessible.

• Michigan has accessibility checklist and guidelines documents, which can be found in Appendix H.

• Microsoft provides a module to help make Word, Excel, and PowerPoint files compliant. The National 
Transportation Library recommends using the Microsoft module to identify the compliance red flags 
in a report.

• CommonLook makes software that assists with making documents accessible.

o Action: Jen Harper will share Missouri’s style guide with Jennifer Herron (Michigan) and Audrey 
Atkinson(Kansas) for input. The final style guide will be shared with all Region 3 members.

o Action: Brian Worrel will raise this topic at the next AASHTO RAC Leadership call. He will 
determine if the Program Management and Quality (PM&Q) task force has made any progress on 
the issue.

Recognizing and thanking research project volunteers 

• Some states are not allowed to spend money on thank-you gifts to staff that sit on research project
committees. Suggestions for alternative forms of recognition and appreciation include:

o Bring food to project meetings or provide treats for a division.

o Present committee members with high quality certificates of appreciation.

o Print blank research note cards and send hand-written notes to committee members.

o Provide an electronic sticker for staff to add to their email signatures such as “Research project
committee member.”

Iowa DOT 2019 Research Peer Exchange: Final Report 8 
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o If a project is recognized somewhere such as a non-DOT publication or at a national meeting, 
publish this in the DOT or research newsletters to provide further recognition to the committee 
members. 

o If the budget allows, provide nominal gifts (nice coffee mugs or notebooks) to committee 
members. 

• Wisconsin pays for TOC chairs to attend the TRB Annual Meeting using SPR Part 2 funds. 

• Illinois pays for IDOT project chairs and the PI to attend the TRB Annual Meeting in order to 
participate in presentations on accepted projects. SPR Part 2 funding is used. 

• Missouri doesn’t have many licensed Professional Engineers (PEs) on staff. The agency purchases 
materials to help staff who are studying for the PE exams. 

End of year reporting 

• Several states utilize their annual SPR work program as their annual report. 

• Illinois creates both an SPR work program and an end-of-year report that ties to expenditures. 

• Kansas creates an annual report on active projects that goes to its FHWA Division Office and Kansas 
DOT staff. The agency also creates an SPR work program on all projects. 

• Wisconsin creates a separate shorter document that goes to upper management and is also used as 
a marketing piece. 

• Michigan provides a full report to FHWA at the end of the calendar year along with a shorter At-A-
Glance summary for management. Each project manager is responsible for doing a write-up on their 
projects for the full report. 

Distributing RFPs to a wide audience 

• Each state has its own listserv that it uses to send out calls for ideas and RFP postings to potential 
researchers. 

o Action: Brian Worrel will send a survey to Region 3 members requesting the links to their call for 
ideas and RFP pages, as well as the link to the RFP subscriptions. He will draft an email that all 
members can send to their listservs with these links. 

o Action: DOTs should make clear on their RFP pages any restrictions they have for proposers, 
such as requiring a PE to be on a project team. 

o Action: Brian Worrel will talk to Natassja Linzau, TRB Web Developer, to find out if the Region 3 
web page on the RAC website can be built out to include links to each state’s call for ideas and 
RFP web pages. Once the page is built out, each state could link their page to the region 3 page 
directing interested proposers to other states. 

• TRB announces RFPs in its weekly newsletter, which goes to 70,000 recipients. TRB standing 
committee chairs can send an email blast to their members. 

Iowa DOT 2019 Research Peer Exchange: Final Report 9 



 

   
  

 

      
  

        
   

       
       

  

  
       

 
 

    
         

 

        

   
  

   

          

      
 

     
  

       

       
 

  

  

  

   

      

     

Quarterly progress reports (QPRs) receipt by research programs and distribution to 
project committees 

• Wisconsin and Iowa have an email address to which researchers send QPRs. The QPRs are 
distributed to the project committees. 

• Researchers upload QPRs and invoices to Michigan’s ProjectWise system. ProjectWise send emails 
to the project managers to approve invoices, and the project managers indicate their approval in 
ProjectWise. 

Peer Exchange Topic 3—National Programs 
The participants identified how Region 3 research programs can partner effectively within established 
national research programs. 

Region 3 collaboration calls and upcoming agenda items 
• January – TRB Annual Meeting; AASHTO RAC winter meeting and Innovation Initiative (AII) call for 

projects 

• January/February – NCHRP regular projects ballot and syntheses projects 

o The members’ ballots were combined into one spreadsheet. Members appreciated seeing 
everything in one place. 

• April – Peer exchange/Region 3 meeting planning 

• July – AASHTO RAC summer meeting and AII call for regular projects 

• August – NCHRP regular projects call, Domestic Scans, Innovations Deserving Exploratory Analysis 
(IDEA) 

o Most states submit one to three NCHRP problem statement each year. Most states’ problem 
statements do not come through the research program. 

• October – Nothing on the agenda yet. 

o Action: Add Mid America Association of State Transportation Officials (MAASTO) call for 
abstracts to the agenda. 

• Standing agenda items for collaboration calls: 

o Pooled fund studies 

o NCHRP implementation 

o Regional peer exchange 

o RAC summer meeting, when R3 is hosting 

o Action: Add RFP distribution as a standing agenda item. 
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o Action: Every other call, review NCHRP completed projects list for potential regional 
implementation. 

AASHTO Innovation Community of Practice (ICOP) - How to align Region 3 research 
and innovation 
• Attendees haven’t heard much about this program lately. There is an ICOP meeting at the same time 

as the RAC summer meeting. 

o Action: At the next AASHTO RAC leadership call, Brian Worrel will discuss the challenges with 
having the ICOP meeting at the same time as the RAC summer meeting. 

• Michigan received a $30,000 AASTHO Innovation Initiative award for aiding with nationwide 
implementation of a pedestrian gateway crossing system. The money is used for communication 
including funding the Michigan research project manager to travel to national and regional meetings 
to encourage other states to start using the pedestrian gateway crossing system. 

Funding from NCHRP Implementation Support Program 
• Funding from this program can be used for the implementation of any completed NCHRP project. It 

can also be used to tailor the results of a broader project final report and make it state-specific. 

• The funds can be used regionally, and there is no cap on the amount of funding. The program can 
act like a pooled fund study that states don’t have to put money into. 

• The Region 3 members would like to determine if the funding can be used for a regional meeting on 
implementation of an NCHRP project. States could send their technical staff to attend the meetings. 

• Action: Brian Worrel will develop a survey to help the Region 3 members identify completed NCHRP 
projects of common interest. The members will follow up with technical staff at their states to 
determine their interest. The group may apply for funding from the NCHRP Implementation Support 
Program to focus on implementation of the project results at their states. This topic will be added to 
the collaboration calls every other month. 

NCHRP Syntheses or Domestic Scans with strong regional interest or support 

• NCHRP Synthesis Program 

o The Region 3 members would like NCHRP to notify states about the status of submitted ideas 
and nominated panel members. 

o The Region 3 members would appreciate if there is one call or at least concurrent calls with the 
same deadlines for both NCHRP projects and syntheses submissions. This would cut down on 
confusion and the number of emails they send to staff. Staff ultimately aren’t concerned with if 
their ideas are addressed through a project or a synthesis. 

• Domestic Scans 

o A scan project is like a traveling peer exchange and is a great opportunity for regional 
collaboration. 
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o The participants are not sure how many of their DOT staff read the scan final reports. Being a 
scan panel member provides the most direct benefit to a state. Most scans have a webinar at 
the end of the project that anyone can attend. 

o Suggestion: Scan panel members could record videos during site visits to show what other 
states are doing. This could also be a live webcast, so viewers are virtually participating in the 
site visits with the scan panel. Scan panel members could record short interviews with the staff 
at each site visit, and others could watch the interviews that interest them. This would be a 
good way to engage the younger staff. 

• Both programs are strong and could be used to address issues regionally. 

MAASTO 

• The group discussed using MAASTO as a method to communicate with other regions (the Northeast, 
Southeastern, and Western Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials) on common 
topics of interest. 

• MAASTO meetings would be a great place to showcase regionwide research efforts to the high-level 
staff from each of the member DOTs at the same time. 

Transportation Pooled Fund Program (TPF) 
• Action: Bring up pooled funds on the Region 3 collaboration calls regularly. The technical staff at the 

DOTs know about the studies because they are on the committees, but the research staff are not 
typically in the loop. 

• States both send new pooled fund solicitations to the appropriate technical staff at their DOT and 
receive notices of interest in study participation from staff. 

• In Missouri the pooled fund project cycle is separate from the regular research projects cycle. If they 
participate in too many pooled funds, it can affect their operating budget. 

• Kansas meets with the staff in its planning office to discuss pooled funds. 

• Illinois includes a $250,000 contingency in its SPR work program for new pooled funds that they may 
commit to throughout the year. If a staff member wants to join a new study, that person completes 
a form that is signed by the technical contact, the bureau chief of the effected bureau, the bureau 
chief of Research, and the director of the Office of Program Implementation. 

• Minnesota incorporates pooled funds into its calendar and budget. The agency relies on the 
technical staff to participate in each study. 

• Wisconsin and Michigan amend their SPR work programs to add pooled fund studies. 

o Wisconsin, assuming a study will happen, includes a pooled fund solicitation number and the 
commitment amount in its work program. If the study does not move forward, Wisconsin 
reprograms the funds the next year. 
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• Iowa integrates pooled funds into the process with the other research projects. This means that 
staff can request to both join or lead a pooled fund at any point in the year. 

o If Iowa is leading a study, it works with its FHWA Division Office to add it as a line item to the 
SPR work program for $0. This allows Iowa to get the pooled fund solicitation on the TPF 
website sooner in order to get commitments from other states; this is important because 
different states commit at different times of the year. The commitments total gets added to the 
project’s funding in the next revision of the work program. 

• The idea for Wisconsin to lead a pooled fund comes from technical staff, often after they have 
attended a national meeting. Individuals start talking about issues and ideas for studies are formed. 

• Garnering interest in pooled funds from partners 

o Iowa relies on their technical staff to reach out to their counterparts at other state DOTs. This 
can take some time. When a state shows interest, Iowa emails the research contact at that state 
to provide information about committing to the study on the TPF website. 

o Wisconsin’s technical staff reach out to the technical staff at other state DOTs. All emails about 
the study go to both the technical and research contact at a potential partner state. 

o In Missouri, the researcher pushes the project and it’s up to that person to generate interest in a 
study before Missouri will commit to leading it. 

• Tracking outcomes from pooled funds 

o Michigan includes pooled funds in its annual report and includes a description of 
implementation and takeaways. It is not always known who is, or should be, involved on a 
pooled fund technical advisory committee (TAC) when a staff member leaves the department. 

o Missouri asks each TAC member about continuing participation in a pooled fund study before 
adding it to the SPR work program. 

o In Illinois, the TAC members complete an evaluation form for each year of Illinois’ participation 
in a study. The form asks if the staff member is attending meetings, what the department is 
getting from the study, what can be implemented and if participation should continue. 

o Wisconsin sends an email each year to their pooled fund study TAC members prior to 
completion of the SPR work program. They are asked about benefits to the department, 
deliverables received and continuing participation in studies. 

Frequency of amendments to SPR work programs 

• Iowa amends its work program three times per year. 

• Michigan has a few amendments each year. Michigan cannot fund a new project without an 
approval letter from the FHWA Division Office. 
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• Missouri includes a contingency funding amount in its work program, so amendments are not 
needed. If a specific new project qualifies for use of SPR Part B funds, approval is done via e-mail 
communication. 

• Kansas creates an amendment each time there is a change to the work program, which happens 
about five times per year. 

• Wisconsin amends its work program three times per year. 

Peer Exchange Topic 4—Implementation 
The participants discussed strategies for identifying and implementing research projects completed in 
other Region 3 states. 

Communicating the best research projects regionally and engaging experts in each 
state 

• Iowa is not communicating research results beyond the required depositories and the technical staff 
involved in the project. They are working on strategies to incorporate marketing and technical 
transfer into their system. 

• Missouri creates a two-page summary of completed research projects and sends to staff. 

• Wisconsin creates a two-page summary of completed research projects, which is included in a 
quarterly email sent to both staff and interested external individuals. They are working more with 
the state Office of Public Affairs to distribute information to a wider audience. Wisconsin also 
includes a weekly article in the employee newsletter. 

• Michigan creates a two-page Spotlight summary of each completed research project. Michigan 
publishes quarterly in the departmentwide newsletter highlighting one completed project along 
with information about all completed projects. Michigan sends a project blurb to their 
Communications Office with a request to post or tweet on social platforms. If a project is very 
successful and large enough, it will be taken to the engineering operations committee, Michigan’s 
highest-ranking engineering committee. It is also meaningful if a project manager is saying good 
things about a project and communicating that among staff. 

• Videos on completed research projects 

o Missouri has received a project video request but hasn’t begun it yet. 

o In Michigan, videos on completed projects are coming soon. 

o Illinois created a few project videos and received positive feedback on them. 

o Minnesota receives requests for project videos. Consultant contracts will include up to five 
videos next year. Cities and counties are asking for videos on Minnesota DOT projects. Videos 
that highlight a project or that provide testimonials are shown for the first 15 minutes at county 
board meetings. 

Iowa DOT 2019 Research Peer Exchange: Final Report 14 



 

   
  

 

    

      
 

    
       

       
   

  

    
 

     

   
  

    
      

 

       
  

 
     

  

   

    

      
   

   
  

   

    
  

    
    

      

   
       

  

• Receiving project final reports from other states 

o Illinois, Missouri and Wisconsin forward final reports from other states to the appropriate staff 
in their organization. 

o Minnesota has created topic specific web pages where people can look for information. They 
are considering creating a “Subscribe to” page using Drupal to target both staff and external 
people who have specific interests. Minnesota wants to automate the contact based on a 
database instead of manually uploading the information. The push will be toward an RSS 
syndication feed. 

Sharing successful research projects and implementation results among Region 3 
states 

• AASHTO High Value Research (HVR) projects 

o In 2018 there were eight HVR projects from Region 3: four Sweet Sixteen winners, two featured 
safety projects and two featured pavement projects. 

o The Region 3 members would like more follow up information on the nominated HVR projects 
to know if and how they are being implemented. They would forward this information to their 
technical staff for follow up. 

o Action: Region 3 members will review the Region 3 HVR projects and select projects for which to 
have a webinar for their technical staff. The state who conducted the project will schedule the 
webinar. The webinar will focus on the state’s implementation of the project. The principal 
investigator of the project would not be invited in order to keep the webinars stay focused. The 
webinars would be held between August and Thanksgiving. 

Minnesota’s Implementation Program 

• Minnesota’s Research Implementation Project Guidelines and Process can be found in Appendix I. 

• Katie Fleming-Vogl analyzed completed MN research projects from the past three years and 
determined that the number one reason research results were not implemented is the loss of 
momentum once a project is finished. Staff had to wait too long to propose a follow up 
implementation project. The second reason is the lack of management support for an 
implementation project. A third reason is that staff didn’t know the results of research projects. 

• Every implementation project must tie to the DOT’s strategic priorities. The strategic priorities are 
considered at the beginning of a research project all the way through implementation. 

• Katie Fleming-Vogl assists technical staff with completing the Implementation Proposal Form, which 
can be found in Appendix J. This is not a normal part of their job and assisting them ensures the 
form is completed so that the project has the best chance of moving forward. 

• The project committee members are asked to think about benefits, expected outcomes and 
implementation at the beginning, and throughout, a project. They are also asked to consider the 
consequences to the DOT if a project is not implemented. 

Iowa DOT 2019 Research Peer Exchange: Final Report 15 
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• A best practice is to identify the stakeholders for an implementation project and have those 
individuals involved in the project, if possible. 

• It is important for an implementation project to begin within six months after a research project 
ends in order to keep the momentum going. 

• A communications plan is developed both for the project stakeholders and the end users. End users 
need to know what the project is about and how they can successfully use the results at the end of 
the implementation project. To help get end users on board with implementation, Minnesota has 
found it useful to have a meeting with them prior to a project’s end. 

o A project communications plan is developed by the Minnesota technical lead, the researcher 
and Katie Fleming-Vogl. 

o The communications plan is included as a project deliverable, and the project deliverables are 
included in communications about the project. There is less emphasis on a final report for an 
implementation project and more emphasis on alternative forms of communication such as 
guides, webinars, videos, and other channels. 

Implementation staff/activities at other states 

• Missouri will pitch creating an implementation engineer position. The technical staff need assistance 
in implementing completed projects because they lack the time and resources. An implementation 
engineer would also track implementation across the department. 

• Illinois’ implementation engineer position is vacant. This has made it very difficult to facilitate, track 
and measure implementation. 

• Michigan’s research project managers track projects from the beginning to end and through 
implementation. Deliverables are considered at the beginning of a project; they should be practical 
and usable—more than a final report. The researcher creates the project implementation plan with 
committee input. Toward the end of a project, the committee identifies stakeholders and end users, 
and those people are invited to the last few project meetings to discuss next steps. Michigan is 
hiring a new person that will track project implementation. 

Communications about implementation 

• Michigan sends communications about implementation to its Communications Office for 
distribution. Their librarian posts implementation information on the MDOT website and gets 
announcements in other departmental newsletters. 

• Minnesota has a separate marketing and communications person in its office. Communication 
methods include a research blog, a departmentwide newsletter (Newsline), email blasts, quarterly 
newsletter (Accelerator), a yearly At-A-Glance, topic pages and social media. All of these are pushed 
out and go to research blog subscribers. 

• Iowa has tried a newsletter, but it took too long to complete for the articles to be timely. Iowa 
would like to add web pages for its research projects, but IT staff are too busy to assist. Iowa would 
like to eventually tie to a project management system that would also populate the website. The 
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goal is to have all the project information in one place for anyone (internal and external) to find it. 
The information would cover all phases of project development including idea generation, projects, 
quarterly reports, final reports/deliverables, and implementation. Analytics would also be available. 

Annual planning and research program and cost estimate (SPR work program) for 
FHWA 

• Posting of the SPR work program and quarterly reports 

o Illinois used to post the quarterly reports on their website and feels the work program could 
also be posted. 

o Wisconsin’s work program is posted on its intranet only. Wisconsin’s annual report, similar to an 
At-A-Glance, is posted on the Internet, along with all projects from the last 10 years. Two-page 
summaries for completed projects are available. The active projects list includes the project 
titles and the Wisconsin contacts. 

o Iowa posts a pdf file of in-progress research projects on its intranet. 

Summary Discussion 

Feedback on the combined Region 3 meeting and state peer exchange 

• The participants felt that because this combined meeting/peer exchange deals with topics related to 
their research programs overall, it is a good use of their time and should be an annual event. The 
group liked Iowa’s format of dedicating half of one day to the host state and the rest of the time to 
regional collaboration. 

• Minnesota is holding its peer exchange in the spring of 2020, but since it is already in the planning 
process it may not work as a combined event. 

• Michigan is considering having a peer exchange in the fall of 2020 and would consider planning it as 
a combination Region 3 meeting/peer exchange. The only issue might be whether likely participants 
will be allowed to attend two peer exchanges (Minnesota’s and Michigan’s) in the same calendar 
year. 

• A spring or fall event works for everyone. 

Participant takeaways. 

Each participant listed top takeaways from the event. These comments are reproduced as submitted in 
writing by the participants. 

Illinois DOT - Megan Swanson 

• Understanding the other states’ processes and deadlines. 

• Every state providing the links to the other states RFP sign-up websites to their own RFP listserv. 

• Various ideas for recognizing and thanking volunteers. 
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• Minnesota’s implementation survey – Pursue doing this at Illinois and potentially using it as a
performance measure.

• Consider volunteering to host a combined peer exchange/Region 3 meeting in 2021.

Iowa DOT – Khyle Clute, Vanessa Goetz and Brian Worrel 

• Review contracts to ensure statements regarding Rehabilitation Act Section 508 compliance are clear
in all contract documents.

• Cross-RFP notifications on a regional level.

• Expand the current implementation efforts within the original research project development.

• Provide public facing information on current and past research projects.

• Implementation discussion – Explore the idea of a peer exchange to fund tech transfer and
marketing for Region 3 findings from research.

• Knowledge management.

• Consider including a communications plan as part of new research project development process and
as a deliverable in all research projects.

• Review Minnesota’s project management template for projects.

• Regional efforts for RFP distribution sharing, NCHRP implementation, continuation of this type of
peer exchange. It’s exciting to see people willing and eager to work together on something new/not
tried before.

• Implementation practices from other states – Consider how best to incorporate good practices into
the research program with limited staffing.

• Communications and marketing options – possible pooled fund study.

Kansas DOT - David Behzadpour and Dave Meggers 

• Need additional direction and information on Section 508 report compliance, such as additional 
references and possible paths to follow.

• Follow up on implementation past the initial project evaluation and benefit/cost determination. This 
could happen up to one year after a research project ends.

• Follow up on implementation of Kansas’ Transportation Pooled Fund investment. Follow up with the 
bureau requesting to be part of a pooled fund study.

• Use a pooled fund request form.

• Work with LTAP on county issues.

• Procedures for technical writing.
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• Check MAASTO meetings. 

Michigan DOT – Carol Aldrich and Michael Townley 

• Investigate the collaboration of RFP submittals with multiple universities or consultants where 
possible. 

• Add vision and mission statements to Michigan’s priority lists for public publication. 

• Investigate possible online submittal software for idea submission. 

• Review possible location to post other Region 3 RFP listings online. 

• Develop awards for project managers, including recognition for sweet sixteen nominees, stickers for 
email signatures, and potentially paying for trips of successful project managers to the TRB annual 
meeting. 

• Review pooled fund questionnaire from Illinois for use in Michigan. 

• Review Minnesota’s implementation application with communication plan and implementation 
survey form. 

Minnesota DOT – Katie Fleming-Vogl and Katie Walker 

• Integration of strategic priorities and focus area mapping into the application and execution of 
research. 

• Collaborating on research as a region. 

• Leveraging other media to deliver research findings, such as using video, webinars, field 
guides/decision trees. 

• Schedule, timing, and frequency of research projects solicitation. 

• Focus on implementation upfront: ensure it is part of original research project scope, discussion and 
intent. 

• Communication/Marketing – use videos, Facebook Live, or other platforms to promote and 
communicate the impact of research. 

Missouri DOT – Jen Harper and Ryan Martin 

• Liked the Research on Tour that Iowa is doing. 

• “Focus research on the why, not the what.” 

Transportation Research Board – Claire Randall 

• NCHRP implementation funding – Consider possible implementation projects and activities that are 
eligible for this funding, including workshops and peer exchanges. 
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• Find a way to connect to NCHRP Synthesis 20-02/Topic 49-07 Managing Transportation Research 
Programs. 

Wisconsin DOT – Diane Gurtner and Lynn Hanus 

• Communication ideas: 

o Iowa’s “Research on Tour” meetings with the bureaus. 

o Twitter links to project briefs. 

o Communication plans at the project level. 

• Implement a style guide for final reports, like Illinois does. 

• Encourage principal investigators from different institutions to collaborate on research project 
proposals. 

• Recognize and thank research volunteers. 

• Calendars – One for Region 3 collaboration calls and one for special topics. 

• This event allowed the Region 3 members to get to know each other better and to be resources for 
each other. People have a better idea of who to go to when they have questions or can offer 
suggestions. 

Appendices 

Appendix A. Peer Exchange Meeting Agenda 

Appendix B. Presentation: Iowa DOT 

Appendix C. Pre-Peer Exchange Survey Results 

Appendix D. DOT Project Development Process Flowchart 

Appendix E. Iowa DOT Research Fact Sheet 

Appendix F. State DOT Project Ideas Submission Forms 

Appendix G. Region 3 Attendees Research Schedules 

Appendix H. Michigan Accessibility Review Checklist and Accessibility Formatting Guidelines 

Appendix I. Minnesota Research Implementation Project Guidelines and Process 

Appendix J. Minnesota Implementation Project Proposal Form 
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Appendix A 
Research Peer Exchange 

May 22-23, 2019 | Ames, Iowa 

ISU Reiman Gardens Speer Room 

Tuesday, May 21, 2019 

All Day Travel day to Ames, IA 

TBD Dinner Gathering (optional) 

Wednesday, May 22, 2019 

8:00 am Continental Breakfast 

8:30 am Welcome & Introductions 

9:00 am Iowa DOT Program Overview 

10:15 am Break 

10:45 am Feedback on Iowa DOT Program 

12:00 pm Lunch 

1:00 pm Program Management 

Identifying how R3 research programs can complement each other. Macro level collaboration. 

2:30 pm Break 

3:00 pm Program Management (continued) 

4:30 pm Adjourn 

TBD Dinner Gathering (optional) 

Thursday, May 23, 2019 

 

  

  

 

       

   

  

   

   

    

   

     

   

   

       

   

     

  

   

 

   

   

    

   

     

   

  

      

   

    

   

   

    

8:00 am Continental Breakfast 

8:30 am National Programs 

Partnering effectively with other Region 3 states within established national research programs. 

10:00 am Break 

10:30 am National Programs (continued) 

12:00 pm Lunch 

1:00 pm Implementation 

Strategies for identifying and implementing research projects completed in other Region 3 states. 

2:15 pm Break 

2:45 pm Implementation (continued) 

4:00 pm Summary Discussion 

4:30 pm Adjourn 

TBD Dinner Gathering (optional) 



 

    

     

    

   

    

    

     

   

      

     

    

   

    

    

    

     

     

        

Participating Agencies 

Illinois DOT Megan Swanson, Technical Research Coordinator 

Iowa DOT Peggi Knight, Chief, Research & Analytics Bureau 

Brian Worrel, Research Program Manager 

Khyle Clute, SPR Research Engineer 

Vanessa Goetz, Operations Research Engineer 

Brian Moore, Secondary Roads Research Engineer 

Kansas DOT Dave Meggers, Assistant Chief, Research Bureau 

David Behzadpour, Technology Transfer Engineer 

Michigan DOT Carol Aldrich, Engineer of Research 

Michael Townley, Research Project Administration Manager 

Minnesota DOT Katie Walker, Research & Innovation Director 

Katie Fleming-Vogl, Implementation Manager 

Missouri DOT Jen Harper, Research Administrative Engineer 

Ryan Martin, Research Engineer 

Wisconsin DOT Diane Gurtner, Research & Library Services Supervisor 

Lynn Hanus, Research Budget & Implementation Coordinator 

TRB Claire Randall, Senior Program Officer 

CTC & Associates Kirsten Seeber, Research Program and Project Manager 
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Iowa DOT Research Overview 
R3 Regional Peer Exchange 
May 22, 2019 
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Iowa DOT Research Overview 
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Iowa DOT Research Overview 

Brian Worrel 
Research Program 

Manager 

Peggi Knight 
Chief 

Research & Analytics 

Khyle Clute 
SPR Research Engineer 

Vanessa Goetz 
Operations Research 

Engineer 

Brian Moore 
Secondary Roads 
Research Engineer 

Cheryl Cowie 
Research Program 

Planner 

Tammy Bailey 
Administrative Assistant Student Assistant 

(Vacant) (Vacant) 
Research Librarian 
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Iowa DOT Research Overview 
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Iowa DOT Research Overview 

(Additional 50+ for other DOT business units signed through research master agreements) 
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Iowa DOT Research Overview 

SAFETY 
Reducing transportation fatalities and serious 
injuries through system-wide, multimodal, data-
driven, and proactive strategies. 

MOBILITY 
Improving the accessibility, reliability, time, and 
costs associated with the movement of people 
and goods. VSSUSTAINABILITY 
Considering how transportation supports 
economic, social, and environmental progress 
with a long-term perspective. 

TECHNOLOGY 
Evaluating both current and potential 
technologies and incorporating them 
effectively into existing agency functions. 
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Iowa DOT Research Overview 
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Iowa DOT Research Overview 

• Topics accepted continuously 
• Trimester deadlines for consideration 
• Submit: www.iowadot.gov/research 

http://www.iowadot.gov/research
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Iowa DOT Research Overview 
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Iowa DOT Research Overview 
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Iowa DOT Research Overview 

• Research section review 
• Open feedback solicitation 
• DOT office review 

– Project champion, Prioritization 
• Assigned to research program & manager 
• Topics removed must resubmit if so desired 
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Iowa DOT Research Overview 

• Project Development Group (PDG) formed 
– Further details & literature searches 

• Request for Proposal posted 
– Responses collected and reviewed 

• Winning proposal selected 
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Iowa DOT Research Overview   
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Iowa DOT Research Overview 



  

  
 

  

  
    

16 
Iowa DOT Research Overview 

• Approval process within specific research 
program (IHRB, SPR, Other) 

• Agreement negotiation and signature with 
research agency 

• Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) assigned 
• Project kickoff meeting with PI & TAC 
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17 
Iowa DOT Research Overview 

Subscribe 

Announcements 

RFP Postings 

Publications 

Submit 

Open Submissions 

No Restrictions 

Trimester Reviews 

Visit 

800 Lincoln Way 

Ames, IA | 50010 

Building 5 



   
      

Research & Analytics Bureau 
800 Lincoln Way | Ames, IA | 50010 

contact.research@iowadot.us 

mailto:contact.research@iowadot.us


 

Appendix C 

Summary of Pre-Iowa DOT Peer Exchange Survey Reponses 

Illinois Indiana Iowa Kansas Michigan Minnesota Missouri Ohio Wisconsin 
Outside Sources can Submit Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No* 

How are topics submitted? 
Form (Physical or Email Attachemnt) x x x x x 
Website or Online Portal x x 
Email or Phone Call 
Other x 

Program Strengths 
Administration & Management x x 
Bridges & Structures x x x x x x x 
Construction x x x 
Design x x 
Economics x 
Education & Training x 
Environment x x 
Freight Transportation x 
Geotechnology x x x x 
Hydraulics & Hydrology x x x x 
Intelligent Transportation Systems x 
Maintenance & Preservation x x x x x 
Materials x x x x x x x 
Motor Carriers x 
Operations & Traffic Management x x x x x 
Pavements x x x x x 
Pedestrians & Bicycles x x 
Planning & Forecasting x 
Public Transportation x 
Safety & Human Factors x x x x 
Vehicles & equipment x 



   

 

 

R3 Regional Peer Exchange: State Program Information 
Collection 

Agency 
Illinois DOT 

Untitled 

Topic: Program Management 
Identifying how R3 research programs can compliment each other.  Macro Level collaboration. 

Program Cycle/Calendar 
We would like to create a master calendar for the reserarch programs of R3. 

What are the major dates of your program throughout the calendar year? 

Iowa's current documentation is provided below, as an example: 

Page 1 of 4 
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Cycle & Calendar Documents 
Schedule for Contract Research IA Peer Ex - research cycle (updated 5-19).xlsx 

Cycle & Calendar Comments 
We also allow off cycle and special projects at any time of the year. An off cycle project can be submitted 
at any time, and can have any budget and length. They are approved by the IDOT ICT Executive 
Committee via an email vote. A special project has a length of 9 months, with a deliverable (white paper, 
etc) expected at 6 months, and a budget of $36,000. These projects can be approved by the Bureau Chief 
of Research. 

Program Idea/Topic Submission 
Does your program allow outside sources to submit research ideas or topics? 
Yes 

How are ideas or topics submitted to your office? 
Form (physical or email attachment) 

Program Idea/Topic Submission Documents 

Page 2 of 4 



 
 

 
  

    
   

 

 
 

Research-Idea-Statement_8.15.18.docx 

Program Idea/Topic Submision Comments 
Anyone can submit proposals either in response to a posted research need (https://ict.illinois.edu/current-
idot-research-needs/) or about any other idea that the submitter believes will be worthwhile to the 
Department. 

Program Strengths 
In which areas does your research program have particular success?  This may be due to DOT emphasis, 
available research teams, relationships with industry, or many other reasons.  

A strengths index could be a valuable tool when sourcing ideas that might not be the best fit for our 
individual programs. It could also be utilized when considering larger efforts within the region such as TPF, 
NCHRP, and others. 

Transportation Modes & Subjects 
Bridges & Structures 
Geotechnology 
Hydraulics and Hydrology 
Materials 
Operations & Traffic Management 
Public Transportation 
Safety & Human Factors 
Construction 
Design 
Environment 
Pavements 

Other Strengths 

Program Strengths Documents 
Program Strengths Comments 
Our focus areas are: 

Construction 
Environment 
Pavement Design, Management & Materials 
Planning 
Public & Intermodal Transportation 
Safety Engineering 
Structures, Hydraulics & Geotechnical 
Traffic Operations & Roadside Maintenance 

Other Areas for Conversation in Program Management 
How people recognize/thank their research volunteers 
How people handle end of year reporting (do you publish an end of year report? is it for FHWA or your 
agency/stakeholders?) 

Untitled 

Page 3 of 4 
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Topic: National Programs 
Partnering effectively with other R3 states within established national research programs. 

Potential programs to consider for regional collaboration: 

 TPF Studies 

 AASHTO AII 

 STIC 

 NCHRP Regular Projects 

 NCHRP Synthesis Projects 

 NCHRP Domestic Scan Projects 

 NCHRP IDEA Projects 

 NCHRP Implementation Program 

Other Areas for Conversation in National Programs 
Ho do others track implementation of results from national programs? 

Untitled 

Topic: Implementation
 Strategies for identifying and implementing research projects completed in other R3 states and national 
programs. 

Areas for Conversation in Implementation 
Ideas for better T2 about implemented research. 

Housekeeping Questions 
Please list any dietary restrictions. 
NA 

We're planning on a group dinner on Wednesday at one of Ames' most iconic restaurants, Hickory Park.  
Might you also be interested in gathering for dinner on the evenings before and after the exchange? 

Are you interested in a group dinner on: 
Tuesday evening 

Page 4 of 4 



 

    

  

  

 

R3 Regional Peer Exchange: State Program Information 
Collection 

Agency 
Kansas DOT 

Untitled 

Topic: Program Management 
Identifying how R3 research programs can compliment each other.  Macro Level collaboration. 

Program Cycle/Calendar 
We would like to create a master calendar for the reserarch programs of R3. 

What are the major dates of your program throughout the calendar year? 

Iowa's current documentation is provided below, as an example: 

Page 1 of 5 
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Cycle & Calendar Documents 
Schedule.docx 

Cycle & Calendar Comments 
The K-TRAN Program which the attached schedule supports takes roughly 12 months from the time that 
the research ideas are silicitated to the point of contract. 
KDOT has Ad Hoc research funds available to respond to immediate needs. Projects selected for this 
funding can be under contract in as little as one month. 

Program Idea/Topic Submission 
Does your program allow outside sources to submit research ideas or topics? 
Yes 

How are ideas or topics submitted to your office? 
Form (physical or email attachment) 

Program Idea/Topic Submission Documents 
Project Idea.doc 

Page 2 of 5 



  
  

  
 

 
  

    
   

 

  

 

 

Program Idea/Topic Submision Comments 
The research ideas that are collected by the Burea of Research are sent to the universities involved in K-
TRAN. Then KDOT has a Research Needs Day where the professors of the universties give short 
presentations on potential projects to address given needs. This process reduces irrelevant or blue sky 
proposals and focuses on actual determined needs. 

Program Strengths 
In which areas does your research program have particular success?  This may be due to DOT emphasis, 
available research teams, relationships with industry, or many other reasons.  

A strengths index could be a valuable tool when sourcing ideas that might not be the best fit for our 
individual programs. It could also be utilized when considering larger efforts within the region such as TPF, 
NCHRP, and others. 

Transportation Modes & Subjects 
Administration & Management 
Bridges & Structures 
Economics 
Geotechnology 
Hydraulics and Hydrology 
Maintenance & Preservation 
Materials 
Operations & Traffic Management 
Vehicles & Equipment 
Pavements 
Environment 
Education & Training 
Design 
Construction 

Other Strengths 

Program Strengths Documents 
Program Strengths Comments 
The large majority of the materials experts are in the Bureau of Research this allows for direct and 
consistant contact with Construction and Design. 
Any subject is open through the K-TRAN and Ad Hoc programs. 

Other Areas for Conversation in Program Management 
ADA Reprot Publication Compliance. 
This appears to be a good subject for a collaborative effort within Region 3 to develop/share guidelines and 
practices. 
Feel that a good collaborative effort could be passed on to the National Level for additional work and 
refinement. 

Untitled 
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Topic: National Programs 
Partnering effectively with other R3 states within established national research programs. 

Potential programs to consider for regional collaboration: 

 TPF Studies 

 AASHTO AII 

 STIC 

 NCHRP Regular Projects 

 NCHRP Synthesis Projects 

 NCHRP Domestic Scan Projects 

 NCHRP IDEA Projects 

 NCHRP Implementation Program 

Other Areas for Conversation in National Programs 
Federal Grants 
MAASTO 
SAASTO 
WAASTO 

Untitled 

Topic: Implementation
 Strategies for identifying and implementing research projects completed in other R3 states and national 
programs. 

Areas for Conversation in Implementation 
Does each DOT do an annual Planning and Research Program and Cost Estimate for the FHWA. If so the 
states in District 3 could make a concious effort to share the document with the other District 3 states.  This 
document should have all the research projects that particular state is working on or involved in. 

Housekeeping Questions 
Please list any dietary restrictions. 

We're planning on a group dinner on Wednesday at one of Ames' most iconic restaurants, Hickory Park. 
Might you also be interested in gathering for dinner on the evenings before and after the exchange? 

Are you interested in a group dinner on: 
Tuesday and Thursday evening 

Page 4 of 5 



 

    

  

  

 

R3 Regional Peer Exchange: State Program Information 
Collection 

Agency 
Michigan DOT 

Untitled 

Topic: Program Management 
Identifying how R3 research programs can compliment each other.  Macro Level collaboration. 

Program Cycle/Calendar 
We would like to create a master calendar for the reserarch programs of R3. 

What are the major dates of your program throughout the calendar year? 

Iowa's current documentation is provided below, as an example: 

Page 1 of 4 
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Cycle & Calendar Documents 
DevelopingResearchProjects-2019update-final.pdf 

Cycle & Calendar Comments 
More detail can be found in chapter 2 of our Michigan Research Manual: 
https://www.michigan.gov/documents/mdot/MDOT_Research_Manual_Final_72213_428117_7.pdf 

An overlapping three year program is developed every two years. 

Program Idea/Topic Submission 
Does your program allow outside sources to submit research ideas or topics? 
Yes 

How are ideas or topics submitted to your office? 
Form (physical or email attachment) 

Program Idea/Topic Submission Documents 
MDOT_5315_Research Idea_(2).docx 

Page 2 of 4 
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Research_Administration_5308 problem statement.docx 

Program Idea/Topic Submision Comments 
We have a three tiered idea selection process using focus area managers and MDOT executives. More 
detail in MDOT Research Manual chapters 2 and 3. 

Program Strengths 
In which areas does your research program have particular success?  This may be due to DOT emphasis, 
available research teams, relationships with industry, or many other reasons.  

A strengths index could be a valuable tool when sourcing ideas that might not be the best fit for our 
individual programs. It could also be utilized when considering larger efforts within the region such as TPF, 
NCHRP, and others. 

Transportation Modes & Subjects 
Bridges & Structures 
Operations & Traffic Management 
Safety & Human Factors 
Pedestrians & Bicycles 
Pavements 
Materials 

Other Strengths 
Intelligent Transportation Systems 

Program Strengths Documents 
2018 AAG - RA review - 3-4-19v2.pdf 

Program Strengths Comments 
MDOT has led carbon fiber and ITS TPFs projects and developed test track for CAV.  One of our strengths 
in Michigan is the availability of 6 civil engineering research universities. 

Other Areas for Conversation in Program Management 
How do other states manage quick turn around projects?  How do other states manage knowledge 
management with staff turn over at the PM or expert level? 

Untitled 

Topic: National Programs 
Partnering effectively with other R3 states within established national research programs. 

Potential programs to consider for regional collaboration: 

 TPF Studies 

 AASHTO AII 
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 STIC 

 NCHRP Regular Projects 

 NCHRP Synthesis Projects 

 NCHRP Domestic Scan Projects 

 NCHRP IDEA Projects 

 NCHRP Implementation Program 

Other Areas for Conversation in National Programs 

Untitled 

Topic: Implementation
 Strategies for identifying and implementing research projects completed in other R3 states and national 
programs. 

Areas for Conversation in Implementation 
How do we communicate the best research projects regionally and engage the experts in each state? Can 
we follow the AASHTO Innovation Initiative (AII) model in the Midwest? 

Housekeeping Questions 
Please list any dietary restrictions. 

We're planning on a group dinner on Wednesday at one of Ames' most iconic restaurants, Hickory Park.  
Might you also be interested in gathering for dinner on the evenings before and after the exchange? 

Are you interested in a group dinner on: 
Thursday evening 
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R3 Regional Peer Exchange: State Program Information 
Collection 

Agency 
Minnesota DOT 

Untitled 

Topic: Program Management 
Identifying how R3 research programs can compliment each other.  Macro Level collaboration. 

Program Cycle/Calendar 
We would like to create a master calendar for the reserarch programs of R3. 

What are the major dates of your program throughout the calendar year? 

Iowa's current documentation is provided below, as an example: 
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Cycle & Calendar Documents 
ResearchScheduleText.pdf 

ResearchSchedule.pdf 

Cycle & Calendar Comments 
The calendar shows the schedule for the MnDOT funded as well as the Local Road Research Board 
(LRRB) funded projects.  We attempt to coordinate this process both in timing as well as projects selected 
for funding. 

Program Idea/Topic Submission 
Does your program allow outside sources to submit research ideas or topics? 
Yes 

How are ideas or topics submitted to your office? 
Website or Online Portal 

Program Idea/Topic Submission Documents 
Program Idea/Topic Submision Comments 
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Program Strengths 
In which areas does your research program have particular success?  This may be due to DOT emphasis, 
available research teams, relationships with industry, or many other reasons.  

A strengths index could be a valuable tool when sourcing ideas that might not be the best fit for our 
individual programs. It could also be utilized when considering larger efforts within the region such as TPF, 
NCHRP, and others. 

Transportation Modes & Subjects 
Bridges & Structures 
Geotechnology 
Hydraulics and Hydrology 
Maintenance & Preservation 
Materials 
Operations & Traffic Management 
Safety & Human Factors 
Construction 

Other Strengths 

Program Strengths Documents 
Program Strengths Comments 

Other Areas for Conversation in Program Management 

Untitled 

Topic: National Programs 
Partnering effectively with other R3 states within established national research programs. 

Potential programs to consider for regional collaboration: 

 TPF Studies 

 AASHTO AII 

 STIC 

 NCHRP Regular Projects 

 NCHRP Synthesis Projects 

 NCHRP Domestic Scan Projects 
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 NCHRP IDEA Projects 

 NCHRP Implementation Program 

Other Areas for Conversation in National Programs 

Untitled 

Topic: Implementation
 Strategies for identifying and implementing research projects completed in other R3 states and national 
programs. 

Areas for Conversation in Implementation 

Housekeeping Questions 
Please list any dietary restrictions. 

We're planning on a group dinner on Wednesday at one of Ames' most iconic restaurants, Hickory Park.  
Might you also be interested in gathering for dinner on the evenings before and after the exchange? 

Are you interested in a group dinner on: 
Thursday evening 
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R3 Regional Peer Exchange: State Program Information 
Collection 

Agency 
Missouri DOT 

Untitled 

Topic: Program Management 
Identifying how R3 research programs can compliment each other.  Macro Level collaboration. 

Program Cycle/Calendar 
We would like to create a master calendar for the reserarch programs of R3. 

What are the major dates of your program throughout the calendar year? 

Iowa's current documentation is provided below, as an example: 
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Cycle & Calendar Documents 
JenTimeline.pptx 

Cycle & Calendar Comments 
Missouri's has been changing but this is the latest attempt to get onto a regular cycle 

Program Idea/Topic Submission 
Does your program allow outside sources to submit research ideas or topics? 
Yes 

How are ideas or topics submitted to your office? 
Form (physical or email attachment) 

Program Idea/Topic Submission Documents 
research-problem-statement-form.pdf 

Program Idea/Topic Submision Comments 
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Program Strengths 
In which areas does your research program have particular success?  This may be due to DOT emphasis, 
available research teams, relationships with industry, or many other reasons.  

A strengths index could be a valuable tool when sourcing ideas that might not be the best fit for our 
individual programs. It could also be utilized when considering larger efforts within the region such as TPF, 
NCHRP, and others. 

Transportation Modes & Subjects 
Bridges & Structures 
Maintenance & Preservation 
Materials 

Other Strengths 

Program Strengths Documents 
Program Strengths Comments 

Other Areas for Conversation in Program Management 

Untitled 

Topic: National Programs 
Partnering effectively with other R3 states within established national research programs. 

Potential programs to consider for regional collaboration: 

 TPF Studies 

 AASHTO AII 

 STIC 

 NCHRP Regular Projects 

 NCHRP Synthesis Projects 

 NCHRP Domestic Scan Projects 

 NCHRP IDEA Projects 

 NCHRP Implementation Program 

Other Areas for Conversation in National Programs 
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EDC and Innovation ties 

Untitled 

Topic: Implementation
 Strategies for identifying and implementing research projects completed in other R3 states and national 
programs. 

Areas for Conversation in Implementation 
I would like to push for an implementation engineer at MoDOT, I would like others thoughts on this if they 
have one or have thought about the idea. 

Housekeeping Questions 
Please list any dietary restrictions. 

We're planning on a group dinner on Wednesday at one of Ames' most iconic restaurants, Hickory Park.  
Might you also be interested in gathering for dinner on the evenings before and after the exchange? 

Are you interested in a group dinner on: 
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R3 Regional Peer Exchange: State Program Information 
Collection 

Agency 
Wisconsin DOT 

Untitled 

Topic: Program Management 
Identifying how R3 research programs can compliment each other.  Macro Level collaboration. 

Program Cycle/Calendar 
We would like to create a master calendar for the reserarch programs of R3. 

What are the major dates of your program throughout the calendar year? 

Iowa's current documentation is provided below, as an example: 
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Cycle & Calendar Documents 
WisDOT Research Program Timeline.pdf 

Cycle & Calendar Comments 

Program Idea/Topic Submission 
Does your program allow outside sources to submit research ideas or topics? 
Our program allows outside members on technical oversight commitees (from academia and industry) but 
all ideas are by these committee efforts or WisDOT staff. Outside sources can't submit independently. 

How are ideas or topics submitted to your office? 
Most ideas come from technical oversight committee meetings; occasionally ideas come from WisDOT 
staff via email (TPF or policy projects). We do ask for a written problem statement in follow-up. 

Program Idea/Topic Submission Documents 
WisDOT research idea submission.docx 

Program Idea/Topic Submision Comments 
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The Wisconsin Highway Research Program is the most "formal" component with by-laws, a Steering 
Committee and Technical Oversight Committees. Other ideas for research, such as TPFs, policy or 
supplemental projects, are received less formally through conversations, meetings or emails. We do ask 
for written information in follow-up, though. Occasionally, projects submitted to our Planning area (SPR-
Part A) are transferred to the WisDOT Research Unit because they are a better fit for Research or eligible 
only for SPR-B. We also have an internal Research and Library Advisory Committee, which provides 
guidance and internal networking, but not formal oversight. 

Program Strengths 
In which areas does your research program have particular success?  This may be due to DOT emphasis, 
available research teams, relationships with industry, or many other reasons.  

A strengths index could be a valuable tool when sourcing ideas that might not be the best fit for our 
individual programs. It could also be utilized when considering larger efforts within the region such as TPF, 
NCHRP, and others. 

Transportation Modes & Subjects 
Administration & Management 
Bridges & Structures 
Freight Transportation 
Geotechnology 
Maintenance & Preservation 
Materials 
Motor Carriers 
Operations & Traffic Management 
Pavements 
Pedestrians & Bicycles 
Planning & Forecasting 
Safety & Human Factors 

Other Strengths 

Program Strengths Documents 
Program Strengths Comments 

Other Areas for Conversation in Program Management 

Untitled 

Topic: National Programs 
Partnering effectively with other R3 states within established national research programs. 
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Potential programs to consider for regional collaboration: 

 TPF Studies 

 AASHTO AII 

 STIC 

 NCHRP Regular Projects 

 NCHRP Synthesis Projects 

 NCHRP Domestic Scan Projects 

 NCHRP IDEA Projects 

 NCHRP Implementation Program 

Other Areas for Conversation in National Programs 
AASHTO AII is of interest; how RAC-3 states align research and innovation. 
Has anyone from RAC-3 received funding from the NCHRP Implementation Program and what did they do 
with it? Has anyone ever applied for it? 
Synthesis or scans with strong regional interest/support would be great. We seem to do a lot to support 
each other's TPFs, in general. 

Untitled 

Topic: Implementation
 Strategies for identifying and implementing research projects completed in other R3 states and national 
programs. 

Areas for Conversation in Implementation 
Sharing the region's successful research projects and how results were implemented -- maybe a "deeper 
dive" or discussion on some of the nominated HVR projects from the past couple years. Having the contact 
info of the subject-matter experts/those directly involved in the implementation could also be helpful if they 
would be willing to share their experiences. It would be good to know how the implementation was 
evaluated, if states do that -- not just the evaluation of the PI and the research project/deliverables/results. 

Housekeeping Questions 
Please list any dietary restrictions. 

We're planning on a group dinner on Wednesday at one of Ames' most iconic restaurants, Hickory Park.  
Might you also be interested in gathering for dinner on the evenings before and after the exchange? 

Are you interested in a group dinner on: 
Tuesday evening 
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Appendix D 

Project Development Process Responsibilities 

Modify 

Project 
Programmed 

(15) 

Agreement Signed 
(16) 

Kickoff Meeting 
(17) 

Project Development 
Approval 

Form Project 
Development Group 

(1) 

Lit Search 
Rerquired? 

(3) 

Review and Rank 
Proposals 

(10) 

Submit to Research for 
Final Approval 

(14) 

RFP or 
Sole Source? 

(7) 

Develop Proposal 
(12) 

Add Principal 
Investigator to PDG 

(11) 

Submit Project 
Development Form 

(2) 

RFP Submitted 
& Approved 

(8) 

No 

Yes 

Approve 

Project 
Cancelled 

(6) 

RFP 
Sole 

Source Research 
Posts RFP 

(9) 

Reject Requested & 
Reviewed 

(4) 

Continue 
Development? 

(5) 

Obtain Third Party 
Approval 

(13) 

  

  
 

 

  

    
 

  
 

 
  

  

  
 

 

 

 

  
 

  

   

   

  

 

  

  

Research Section 

Project Development Group 

Technical Advisory Committee 



 

Appendix E 

Driving a quality research program that delivers targeted solutions for Iowa’s transportation future. 

Why Research Matters 
Identifies Improvement Opportunities Supports Economic Growth 

Research encourages examination and Improvements result in more efficient 
evaluation of current practices. movement of people and goods. 

Enhances Quality of Life Builds a Knowledge Base 
Transportation facilitates connections Transportation research aids decision 
between us and what matters most. makers in prioritizing programs and policies. 

Focus Areas 

SAFETY MOBILITY 
Reducing transportation fatalities and serious Improving the accessibility, reliability, 

injuries through system-wide, multimodal, time, and costs associated with the 
data-driven, and proactive strategies. movement of people and goods. 

SUSTAINABILITY TECHNOLOGY 
Considering how transportation supports Evaluating both current and potential 

economic, social, and environmental technologies and incorporating them 
progress with a long-term perspective. effectively into existing agency functions. 

Funding at a Glance 

Iowa DOT research is funded through a FHWA SPR Part II Funds 
variety of sources, both state and federal. Iowa Road Use Tax Funds 

Other Grants 

Our Staff 
Peggi Knight Brian Worrel 

Director, Office of Research & Analytics Research Program Manager 
peggi.knight@iowadot.us brian.worrel@iowadot.us 

Khyle Clute Vanessa Goetz Brian Moore 
SPR Research Engineer Operations Research Engineer Secondary Road Research Engineer 
khyle.clute@iowadot.us vanessa.goetz@iowadot.us brian.moore@iowadot.us 

Cheryl Cowie Research Librarian Tammy Bailey 
Research Program Planner (Vacant) Research Administrative Assistant 
cheryl.cowie@iowadot.us tammy.bailey@iowadot.us 

Iowa DOT | Office of Research & Analytics | 800 Lincoln Way, Ames, IA 50010 
www.iowadot.gov/ research | contact.research@iowadot.us 

mailto:contact.research@iowadot.us
www.iowadot.gov/research
mailto:brian.worrel@iowadot.us
mailto:peggi.knight@iowadot.us


    

 

   
   

  

   
     

     
  

  
     

 
   

      
    

 

    

  

  

  

   

 
  

   
    

 

   
    

  

      

Appendix F 

Research Idea Statements – Due October 1, 2018 

1. Research Idea Title: 

2. Research Literature Review: Please describe the current state of knowledge and state of practice in this 
field, including studies underway in the TRID (http://trid.trb.org) and Research in Progress (http://rip.trb.org/search) 
databases, and how this relates to the research need. Limit: 1300 characters. 

3. Objective and Scope of the Proposed Research Idea: Clearly state the objective of the proposed 
research and briefly describe how the proposed work will address the research needs. Limit: 975 characters. 

4. Justifications for the Proposed Research: Please be specific as to how the research will benefit IDOT 
and the state of Illinois. Limit: 325 characters. 

5. Expected Implementation Outcome: Describe the expected quantitative outcomes in terms of policy 
advances, cost savings, increased life cycle, safety, environmental impacts and sustainability, user benefits, and/or 
other appropriate metrics. At minimum, explicitly list the benefits to IDOT regarding life-cycle cost and sustainability. 
Please note that IDOT is interested in immediate implementation of research outcomes. Limit: 650 characters. 

6. IDOT Sponsor: Please note that an endorsement by IDOT is strongly encouraged and will significantly 
increase the funding potential of this research idea. Attach e-mail or letter of support from an IDOT TAG sponsor 
listed below. (optional) 

7. Suggested review by the following Technical Advisory Group (TAG) or TAGs: 

Construction 
Environment 
Pavement Design, Management & Materials 
Planning 
Public & Intermodal Transportation 
Safety Engineering 
Structures, Hydraulics & Geotechnical 
Traffic Operations & Roadside Maintenance 

8. Estimated time to complete this project in months: (Please allow 6 months total for report preparation, 
review, and 3-month ICT editing process.) 

9. Total estimated funding for research: (This estimate must include the minimum 25% cost share required 
for all ICT projects) $ 

Submitter (Name): Title: 
Organization: Phone #: 
E-mail: Mailing Address: 

Please Note: Your research idea may be shared with others in an open Request for Proposal (RFP).  IDOT and ICT reserve 
the right to select any researcher to carry out this research idea.  Project start dates are selected by IDOT and ICT and typically 
coincide with the start of the semester. 

Please e-mail this form to: ICTProjectManagement@illinois.edu. Questions may be directed to this e-mail address. 

http://trid.trb.org/
http://rip.trb.org/search
mailto:ICTProjectManagement@illinois.edu


    
 

  

  

 

 

Kansas Department of Transportation 
RESEARCH PROJECT IDEA 

1. Project Title: 

2. Problem Idea: 

3. Research Objective: 

4. Urgency: 

5. Implementation of Results Including Cost/Benefit: 

Submitted By: Date: 

Organization: Phone: 

Address: 

e-Mail Address: 

Q:\research\KTRAN\form\Project Idea.doc 



  
 

 

 

 
  

 

  

     

        

 
 
 
 

    

    

  

        
 

              

          

         

       

                  

        

               

  

          

   

  

   

  

               

           

 

         

        

        

            

              

 

 

 

            

    

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Michigan Department 
Of Transportation 
5308 (09/16) 

RESEARCH ADMINISTRATION 
PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Choose an item. 

PROPOSED RESEARCH PROJECT TITLE 

Title should be less than 15 words 

OR NUMBER or TPF STUDY NUMBER MDOT PROJECT CATEGORY & STRATEGIC PRIORITY NO. 

Choose an item 
Choose an item 
Choose an item 
Choose an item 

PROJECT MANAGER OR PROBLEM STATEMENT AUTHOR 

PROBLEM STATEMENT AUTHOR DATE 

Click here to enter a date 

TELEPHONE NO. E-MAIL ADDRESS 

BUREAU/REGION/OFFICE/SECTION/UNIT PROJECT MANAGER’S NAME (IF DIFFERENT THAN PROBLEM 
STATEMENT AUTHOR) 

PROBLEM TO ADDRESS 

IN 200 WORDS OR LESS, BRIEFLY DESCRIBE THE PROBLEM TO BE ADDRESSED AND WHY IT IS AN ISSUE FOR MDOT 

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

IN 25 WORDS OR LESS, LIST THE RESEARCH OBJECTIVES TO BE ACCOMPLISHED 

1. Each objective should be 10 words or less. Press enter for additional entries. 

RESEARCH TASKS 

LIST THE MAJOR TASKS TO ACCOMPLISH THE RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

1. Tasks should correlate with the estimated person hours on Page 3 of the worksheet. Press enter to add a new task. 

TIMELINE 

ENTER START DATE: Enter Project’s Start Date ENTER END DATE: Enter Project’s End Date 

BUDGET 

FROM THE WORKSHEET ON PAGE 3, ENTER THE FOLLOWING: 1.) VENDOR COSTS; 2.) PM/MDOT COSTS; 3.) TOTAL BUDGET 

1.) VENDOR COSTS 

$ 0.00 
2.) PM/MDOT COSTS 

$ 0.00 
3.) TOTAL BUDGET 

$ 0.00 

DELIVERABLES 

IN 50 WORDS OR LESS, LIST THE DELIVERABLES YOU WOULD RECEIVE AT THE END OF THIS PROJECT. CONSIDER DELIVERABLES 

SUCH AS 1) DESIGN METHOD, 2) TRAINING, 3) MANUAL OF PRACTICE, 4) PROCEDURE, 5) SPECIFICATION, 6) SOFTWARE AND 7) 

EQUIPMENT. 

1. Deliverables should be 50 words or less. Press enter for additional entries. 

IN 100 WORDS OR LESS, EXPLAIN MDOT INVOLVEMENT’S WITH DATA AND SERVICES. 

IMPLEMENTATION 

DESCRIBE HOW THIS PROJECT WILL BE IMPLEMENTED AT MDOT 

EXPLAIN THE EXPECTED BENEFITS/RESULTS FROM THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THIS PROJECT AND POTENTIAL USERS 

LITERATURE RESEARCH 

SELECT A STATEMENT BELOW REGARDING YOUR REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE AND ADD A NOTE IF RESEARCH IS 

COMPLEMENTARY: 

Choose an item. 

NOTE: 

POTENTIAL OBSTACLES 

IN 25 WORDS OR LESS, WHAT RISKS OR OBSTACLES MAY MAKE CARRYING OUT THIS PROJECT DIFFICULT? WHAT STRATEGIES 

WILL YOU USE TO OVERCOME THEM? 

OBSTACLES STRATEGIES 

1 | P a g e  

mailto:mdot-research@michigan.gov


Michigan Department RESEARCH ADMINISTRATION 
Of Transportation RESEARCH IDEA FORM 
5315 (8/17) 

For Research staff use only Research Idea No: 

 
 

 

  
       

  

  
  

     

 
 

                    

 

   
 

 

 

If you have an idea that you would like to have considered as a future research project please 
complete and return this form to Research Administration, at mdot-research@michigan.gov. 

Do not include ideas that are your intellectual property.  Content from the selected research 
ideas will be posted in a competitive request for proposal (RFP). 

1. Research Idea Title: 

2. Focus Area: 

3. Problem to be Addressed: (What is the nature of the problem needing solution?  What aspects of the problem 
are especially significant?  How does the problem adversely affect transportation facilities or service?) 

4. Research Objectives: 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

5. Project Duration 

☐ 6 Months ☐ 12 Months ☐ 18 Months ☐ 2 Years ☐ 3 Years 

6. Implementation Benefits of Proposed Research: (If this research is successfully completed, what benefits 
(qualitatively and quantitatively) will the Department realize? 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

7. List at Least Five Key Search Phrases for Literature Search: (The MDOT Librarian will use this information to 
identify previously completed research related to the research idea.) 

8. Submitted by (name) 

Organization 

Phone 

E-mail 

mailto:mdot-research@michigan.gov


 

    
        

         
  

      
    

   

   
   

   
         

   

        

          

   

 

Research Problem Statement Form | Missouri Department of Transportation 

888 - ASK MODOT (275-6636) EMAIL / TEXT UPDATES CONTACT US  

 

Missouri Department of Transportation Search 

Local Travelers Road Work Programs Motor Carriers News About Careers Doing Business With MoDOT 

View Edit Delete Revisions 

Page Research Problem Statement Form has been updated. 

Research Problem Statement Form 
MoDOT is accepting research statements for our fiscal year research program which runs July to June.  An unsolicited research statement is a 
research need identified by outside sources such as a university or private consultant that could result in clear, actionable solutions or 
innovations to address Missouri’s transportation issues and needs.  The emphasis with these statements should be on the idea or problem to be 
addressed. 

Process: 

1. The author will complete all six areas of the research statement form (see page 2) and submit it via mail or electronically.  Research 
statements should be limited to a maximum of two pages. 

2. All submittals will receive an e-mail acknowledgement within five business days after receipt. 

3. MoDOT staff will review the research statement and determine its impact on MoDOT’s Tangible Results.  Please consult MoDOT’s Tracker 
as a resource for more information about our Tangible Results and their definitions. 

4. If MoDOT determines the research statement is a priority, then a problem or needs statement will be prepared and issued as a formal 
Request for Proposal (RFP).  The RFP will be posted on the Research Section RFP page on the MoDOT website. In addition, a formal email 
will be sent to all persons on the Research RFP distribution email list. 

Note:  Missouri’s Sunshine Law requires MoDOT to share, upon request, the entire contents of statements.  Protecting proprietary 
information will be the responsibility of the submitter. 

Contact Information: For more information regarding research statements and\or the selection process, please contact: 

Mr. Bill Stone, PE 

Research Administrator 

1617 Missouri Blvd. 

PO Box 270 

Jefferson City Missouri 65102 

William.stone@modot.mo.gov 

(573) 526-4328 

Title Of Research Statement: 

List the title of your research statement.  The emphasis is on the idea or problem to be addressed. 

Page 1 of 3 
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Research Problem Statement Form | Missouri Department of Transportation 

Goal And/Or Objectives: 

What is the anticipated result or reason for the study? Define the change/impact your research statement will provide. 

Deliverables: What Specific Deliverables Will Help MoDOT Implement The Findings/Results From This Project? 

What will the product look like and how will MoDOT apply it? 

Value To MoDOT And The Residents Of Missouri: 

How will the deliverables defined above help the department provide a world-class transportation experience that delights our customers and 
promotes a prosperous Missouri? 

Estimated Project Duration And Cost: 

To further define the project’s scope, state estimated timeline and budgetary requirements. 

Is There Any Additional Information You Feel MoDOT Should Know To Help Understand The Critical Nature Of This Topic? 

What else would you like to share to elevate the importance of your research statement? 

Name: 

Title: 

Organization: 

Date: 
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Research Problem Statement Form | Missouri Department of Transportation 

Phone: 

Email: 

SUBMIT 

Missouri Department of Transportation 

105 W. Capitol Avenue 
Jefferson City, MO 65102 
1-888-ASK-MODOT (275-6636) 
1-866-831-6277 (Motor Carrier Services) 

Our Mission, Values and Tangible Results 

Missouri Highways and Transportation Commission 

Missouri License Plates - Renew Online Missouri State Government 
Missouri Homeland Security 

MO.GOV 

How Do I... 

Report a road concern 

Request a highway map 

Adopt a section of highway 

Renew my driver's license 

File a claim 

Missouri Amber Alert 

© 2018 Missouri Department of Transportation, All Rights Reserved Privacy Policy 
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WisDOT Policy/Other Research Idea Submission 

Suggested Project Title/Topic: 

Brief Description of the Research Idea (problem to be addressed/statement of need in 1-2 

paragraphs): 

Project Objectives (what areas of the department would most benefit from the proposed project, 

and how): 

In which areas would the proposed project have the greatest impact as well as support WisDOT’s 

MAPSS Performance Improvement Program? 

Mobility Safety 

Accountability Service 

Preservation 

Please explain: 

When are the results needed? 

1 year 2-3 years 4-5 years 

Please explain: 

Estimated number of months the study will last once contracted: 

Estimated budget: 

Who are the major WisDOT stakeholders for this project? 

Anticipated Principal Investigator 

Interagency To be determined through RFP process 

To be determined under existing Master Not known at this time 

Contract that fits project scope 

Other comments: 

Please provide your contact information. 

Name: 

Division/Bureau/Unit: 

Phone: 

Date of This Idea Submission: 



• • 
• • 

Appendix G 

Illinois DOT Research Schedule 

Research Needs and Implementation TAG meetings 

Research Needs Due from TAGS 

Send TAG Research Needs to ICT for posting 

ICT posts IDOT Research Needs to website no later .. . 

Deadline for Submittals/Begin putting TAG .. . 

Share Information with TAGS 

Hold TAG meetings 
Deadline for TAG responses/Sha re with ICT and... 

ICT sends messages to all non-selected Pis sharing ... 

Pre-Meeting with Director of OPP 

Send out Hard Copies to Attendees, TAG chairs, etc. 

Meeting Day 

ICT sends messages to all potential and selected ... 

ICT fina li1es Pl selection. (UI system) 

Request workplan and preliminary budget from Pl .... 

TRP chair and Pl discuss work scope and technical... 

ICT drafts and sends Rf PS to TRPs (RFP) 

ICT reviews workplan and preliminary budget; ... 
TRP reviews RFP, returns to ICT with changes. (RFP) 

ICT fina liies RFP and prepares for website post.. .. 

ICT advertises RFPs, answers questions (RFP) 

IDOT approves workplan and budget. (U I System) 

ICT completes paperwork and submits to SPA. (UI... 

ICT schedules TRP RFP Evaluation Process ... 

UIUC and Pl's university negotiate subawards. (UI... 

Deadline for submissions to RFPs (RFP) 

ICT sends summary of proposals to IDOT.. .. 

TRP schedules meeting and reviews proposals 

Send TAG chairs information to set ... 

Research Needs and Implementation TAG meetings 

Project's assumed start date (U I System) ... 

Deadline forTRP to send recommendation of... 

ICT approves TR P's decision and notifies Pl. (RFP) 

ICT works with Pl to finalize workplan and budget.. .. 

ICT completes paperwork and submits to SPA. (RFP) 

UIUC and Pl' s university negotiate subawa rds. (RFP) 

Research Needs Due from TAGS 

ICT posts IDOT Research Needs to website no later ... 

Project's assumed start date (RFP) 

Start Date ■ Days Allocated 
5/1/201 

8/1/2019 

8/1/2019 

8/15/2019 -
10/1/2019 

•• -•-10/15/2019' 

10/21/2019 

11/21' 2018 

12/1/2019 -•1/8/2020 

1/30/2020 

2/12/2020 •-2/19/2020 

3/1/20 • 
3/1/20 -
3/1/20 -•-3/8/20 

3/22/20 

3/25/20 • --3/25/20 

4/1/20 

4/5/20 
4/12/20 

4/15/20 •-4/19/20 

4/30/20 

5/1/20 

5/1/20 -•5/15/2020 

5/1/2020 

5/16/20 

5/24/20 
•••-5/28/20 

6/3/20 

6/24/20 
7/1/20 

•-•-8/1/2020 

8/15/2020 

8/16/20 • 



  

 

  

  

    

 

  

   

  

   

 

   

   

  

    

   

  

  

   

Research Cycle & Annual Calendar 

3/1 7/1 11/1 

Submission Deadline Submission Deadline Submission Deadline 

Topics 

Review 

Develop 

Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan 

Program Identification: 5/1 Program Identification: 9/1 Program Identification: 1/1 

Office Prioritization: 4/8 – 4/15 Office Prioritization: 8/8 – 8/15 Office Prioritization: 12/8 – 12/15 

Open Feedback: 3/15 – 3/31 Open Feedback: 7/15 – 7/31 Open Feedback: 11/15 – 11/31 

Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan 

Approved RFPs Posted: 3/15 Proposals Due: 5/1 Approved RFPs Posted: 7/15 Proposals Due: 9/1 Approved RFPs Posted: 11/15 Proposals Due: 1/15 

RFPs to Research: 3/1 RFPs to Research: 7/1 RFPs to Research: 11/1 

Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan 

2/1 3/1 6/1 7/1 10/1 11/1 

Revision 2 Revision 2 Fiscal Year Fiscal Year Revision 1 Revision 1 
Consideration Approval Consideration Approval Consideration Approval 

Program 

Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan 



 
  

   

   
    

    

  

   

    

  

    

 

   

   

   

    

   

   
   

 
  

   

   
   

Kansas 
2.2.3 Research Project Development Schedule Guidelines 

Item Date* 

Solicit research ideas from KDOT staff, local government staff, Kansas 
Turnpike Authority, University faculty and Industry associations. June 1 

Research ideas due to Bureau of Research July 15 

All K-TRAN research project contracts signed Aug. 1 

Send KDOT Research Needs to University Aug 1 

Host Research Needs Day for University and KDOT staff Aug. 15 

Research Program Council meets to review ideas, program status & set policy Sept. 15 

Request for K-TRAN research project statements from KU & KSU Oct. 1 

K-TRAN research project statements due (aka. RPS/Preproposals) Oct. 31 

Assistant Bureau Chief of Research assigns RPS to area panels Nov.15 

Area panel evaluations completed Dec. 31 

Research Technical Committee prioritizes RPS into a “candidate project list” Jan. 15 

Research Program Council meets to approve K-TRAN program and budget Feb. 15 

Assist. Bureau Chief of Research assigns new K-TRAN projects to area panels Mar. 1 

Area Panel Leaders assign Project Monitors (submit names to ABC, Research) Mar. 15 

Assist. Bureau Chief of Research provides project related information to all 
University and KDOT staff involved in new projects Apr. 1 

Assist. Bureau Chief of Research provides orientation and training to 
Project Monitors Apr. 1 

For early start projects (before July 1), contracts prepared and signed May 1 

For projects starting July 1, detailed proposals are prepared for each 
project by Principal Investigator and approve by Project Monitor June. 1 

*approximate dates 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Research Administration 
M I C H I G A N  D E P A R T M E N T  O F  T R A N S P O R TAT I O N  

f ield services 

Developing Research Projects
for 2021 Through 2023 

Steps for putting research to work for you 

What information do you need to do your job better? What problems do you need solved? MDOT’s Research Administration 
is here to help. Below are the steps involved in requesting and carrying out a research project. You are not alone in this 

process. Research Administration will guide and support you every step of the way. In addition, Research Administration has 
established a committee structure to guide and manage the entire process. You’ll have plenty of help from other staff and manag-
ers throughout the life of the project. 

Steps in the research process When 

1) Submit a Research Idea 

Anyone may submit a research idea. Use the form to briefly explain what issues or challenges 
need to be addressed through research. MDOT selects research ideas that will be further 
considered at the Research Development Meetings. 

October and November 2019 

2) Research Idea Selection 

The MDOT Research Executive Committee and Research Advisory Committees review all 
submitted research ideas and select which ideas will be further developed at the Research 
Development Meetings. 

December 2019 to February 2020 

3) Attend the Research Program Development Meetings 

Stakeholders discuss research ideas with colleagues and other technical experts from in and 
outside MDOT. 

May 2020 

4) Develop a Problem Statement 

The MDOT staff person assigned to the project (project manager) creates a problem statement 
for the research idea using input from the Program Development Meetings. The problem 
statement tells potential researchers what MDOT needs to learn from the research and how the 
results will be used. 

May to Mid-June 2020 

5) Research Problem Statement Approval and Research Program Approval 

The MDOT Research Executive Committee and Research Advisory Committees approve all 
problem statements and approve the research program as a whole. 

Mid-June 2020 to August 2020 

6) Solicit Proposals From Researchers 

MDOT invites researchers to submit proposals for carrying out the research described in the 
problem statement. 

October 2020 (2021 projects) 

Spring 2021 (2022 projects) 

Spring 2022 (2023 projects) 

Contact Research Administration today to put research to work for you. 

(517) 636-4555 
MDOT-Research@Michigan.gov 

mailto:MDOT-Research@Michigan.gov
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Both Processes LRRB Process LRRB Meetings TRIG Process TRIG Meetings

IdeaScale Open Year Round for Posting Research 

and Implementation

Implementation Ideas Due 1/2-2/8 8

Champion Submits Draft Implementation Proposal 2/12-3/1 1

RS Reviews Implementation Plans and Coordinates 

with Champion on Revisions
3/4-3/20 16

Implementation Projects to TRIG Committee for 

Review
3/21 21

TRIG Pooled Fund Requests and Implementation 

Selection 
3/26 26

Research Ideas Submitted 1/4-5/3 3

TRIG Ideas out for Review 5/10 10

TRIG Prioritizes Research Ideas
5/13-5/20 20

TRIG Research Idea Selection Meeting 5/21 21

LRRB Spring Meeting 3/20 20

LRRB Idea Voting 5/21- 6/14 14

LRRB/RIC Joint Summer Meeting
6/19 - 6/20

19-

20

TRIG Idea Literature Searches and Prescreen by 

Library (TRIG Need Statements Finalized)

5/21-6/28

(ext to 7/19)
19

LRRB Idea Literature Searches and Prescreen by 

Library (LRRB Need Statements Finalized)
6/21-7/29 19

RS Complete Need Statements 6/17- 7/31 31

Issue RFP for Research Proposals 8/1 1

Universities, MnDOT Materials & Road Research 

Submit Proposals to MnDOT
8/1 - 9/10 10

RS Multiple Proposal Review Process 9/11 - 9/26 26

Create URLs 9/25-9/26

Proposals Out for Voting 9/27 27

TRIG/LRRB Proposal Short list Process 

(voting via email)
10/1-10/11

TRIG/LRRB VOTES DUE 10/11 11

TRIG Shortlist Arden Hills Meeting 10/29 29

TRIG Winter Meeting

Final Proposal Selection
12/4-12/5 4-5

LRRB Research Short List Meeting 10/16 16

LRRB Winter Meeting

Final Proposal Selection 
12/11 - 12/12

11-

12

Selected Projects Posted on RS Website 12/31

2019 Calendar of Events

MnDOT Research Services Annual Schedule - Research and Implementation Programs  - 2019 Calendar

February March DEC.Activity 2019 Date(s) MAY JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPT. OCT. NOV.AprilJanuary
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MnDOT Research Services Annual Schedule - Research and Implementation Programs - 2019 
Calendar Text version 

1. IdeaScale Open Year Round for Posting Research and Implementation
2. TRIG Implementation Project Selection – January 2 through February 8

a. Implementation Ideas Collected – February 8
b. Champion Submits Draft Implementation Proposal – February 12 through March 1
c. RS Reviews Implementation Plans and Coordinates with Champion on Revisions – March

4 through March 20
d. Implementation Projects to TRIG Committee for Review – March 21
e. TRIG Pooled Fund Requests and Implementation Selection – March 21 through March 26

3. TRIG and LRRB Research Ideas Compiled from IdeaScale – May 03
4. TRIG Project Idea Selection

a. TRIG Ideas out for Review – May 10
b. TRIG Prioritizes Research Ideas – May 13 through May 20
c. TRIG Research Idea Selection Meeting – May 21

5. LRRB Project Idea Selection
a. LRRB Spring Meeting – March 20
b. LRRB Idea Voting – May 21 through June 14
c. LRRB/RIC Joint Summer Meeting – June 19 and 20

6. Need Statement Development
a. TRIG Idea Literature Searches and Prescreen by Library (TRIG Need Statements

Finalized) – May 21 through June 28 (extended to July 19)
b. LRRB Idea Literature Searches and Prescreen by Library (LRRB Need Statements

Finalized) – June 21 through July 29
c. RS Complete Need Statements (TRIG and LRRB) – June 17 through July 31
d. Issue RFP for Research Proposals (TRIG and LRRB) – August 1

7. Proposal Review Process
a. Universities, MnDOT Materials & Road Research Proposals due to MnDOT (TRIG and

LRRB) – September 10
b. RS Multiple Proposal Review Process (TRIG and LRRB) – September 11 through

September 26
c. Create URLs (TRIG and LRRB) – September 25 through September 26
d. Proposals Out for Voting (TRIG and LRRB) – September 27
e. TRIG/LRRB Proposal Short list Process (voting via email) – October 1 through October 11
f. TRIG/LRRB VOTES DUE – October 11

8. TRIG Funding Decision
a. TRIG Shortlist Arden Hills Meeting – October 29
b. TRIG Winter Meeting Final Proposal Selection – December 4 and 5

9. LRRB Funding Decision
a. LRRB Research Short List Meeting – October 16
b. LRRB Winter Meeting Final Proposal Selection – December 11 and 12

10. Selected Projects Posted on RS Website (TRIG and LRRB) – December 31
11. Finalize Work Plans – due March 30
12. Contract Development – April 1 through June 30
13. New Research Projects Begin – July 1 following year



2017 2018

Today

Week 1 6 11 16 21 26 31 36 41

Schedule meeting with Dana
9/1/2017

Finalize project selection list
12/1/2017

Post 1st round of RFPs
1/15/2018

9/11/2017 - 11/1/2017 Collect ideas internal and external

10/16/2017 - 11/15/2017 Review existing project timelines and budgets

11/1/2017 - 11/16/2017Prioritize list with Ahlvers

11/15/2017 - 11/30/2017Schedule & have meeting with Chief

12/1/2017 - 12/15/2017Prioritize top projects for 1st round of RFPs

12/15/2017 - 1/15/2018Develop 1st round of RFPs

1/15/2018 - 3/1/2018Select winning proposal

3/1/2018 - 4/2/2018Put project under contract

4/2/2018 -
7/2/2018Start receiving Invoices

Missouri
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WisDOT Research Program Timeline: January 2019 – June 2020 (18-months) 

1/2019 2/2019 3/2019 4/2019 5/2019 6/2019 7/2019 8/2019 9/2019 10/2019 11/2019 12/2019 1/2020 2/2020 3/2020 4/2020 5/2020 6/2020 
Wisconsin Highway Research 
Program 
Generate Research Ideas for FFY2021 
Program; Perform Literature Searches 

x x x x x 

Develop RFPs for FFY2021 x x 
RFP Solicitation for FFY2021 x x 
Proposal Review/Researcher Selection 
for FFY2021 Program/Projects 

x x 

Contracts Executed for FFY2021 FFY2021 contracts negotiated and signed May through August 2021 
Project Start Dates for FFY2021 FFY2021 projects commence approximately October 1, 2020 (the start of the FFY2021) 
Steering Committee Meetings x x x x 
Development/Publication of Project 
Briefs 

Ongoing as final deliverables received and projects close 

Project and Financial Management Ongoing 
National Research Programs 
Coordination 
TRB FY2020 Core Program Dues Paid x 
TRB Annual Meeting 2019 Attendance x 
TRB 2019 Implementation Ideas 
Submitted 

x 

TRB Implementation Ideas Selected x 
TRB Implementation Meeting with 
Secretary’s Office 

x 

Final Status of Implementation Ideas x 
Selection of TRB 2020 Attendees x 
Prep Meeting for TRB 2020 x 
NCHRP FY2019 Dues Paid x 
NCHRP 2020 Ballot Review by Subject 
Matter Experts 

x 

NCHRP 2020 Ballot Review with 
Secretary’s Office 

x 

NCHRP 2020 Ballot Submitted x 
NCHRP 2020 Project Panels 
Solicitation/Nominations 

x 

Domestic Scan and Synthesis Programs Ongoing as ideas and opportunities present 
Transportation Pooled Funds (TPF) 
Review of Open Solicitations 

x x x x x x 
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(Quarterly Notices to Subject Matter 
Experts and Supervisors) 
TPF Development as Lead Agency Ongoing as ideas and opportunities present 
TPF 2019 Annual Status Update from 
Tech Reps 

x x 

TPF Participation – Commitments 
Posted 

x 

TPF Participation – Transfers Made When federal obligation authority is received for the FFY 
TPF Project and Financial Management Ongoing 
AASHTO High Value Research (HVR or 
Sweet 16) Nominations 

x x 

HVR/Sweet 16 Ballot x x 
Program Administration and 
Research / SPR-B Work Program 
Amended FFY2019 Work Program 
Submitted to FHWA Division 

x x 

Final FFY2019 Work Program 
Submitted to FHWA Division 

x 

Original FFY2020 Work Program 
Submitted to FHWA Division 

x 

Reconciliation of FFY2019 SPR-B 
Research Budget Submitted to FHWA 
Division 

x 

Research and Library Advisory 
Committee Meetings 

As needed, typically 2-4 times per calendar year 

Research Unit / FHWA Division 
Meetings (Quarterly) 

x x x x x x 

AASHTO RAC / TRB Rep Summer 
Meeting 

x 

RAC-3 / Iowa Peer Exchange x 
FFY2019 Annual Report for Research 
and Library Services 

x x x x 

Development of Supplemental Projects 
and Policy Projects 

Ongoing as needs and opportunities present 

Supplemental and Policy Project and 
Financial Management 

Ongoing for as long as projects are active 

Research, Development and 
Technology Peer Exchange Host State 

On a five-year cycle, the next exchange would be September 2023 

Research Program Manual Major review/update every 5 years 



Accessibility Review – Draft Report 

Accessibility Elements Needs Review Comments 
File Properties ☐

Navigation ☐

Tagging/Bookmarks ☐

Alt-Text ☐

Tables ☐

Charts ☐

Color Contrast ☐

Appendix H



1 
Rev 2/19 

Accessibility Formatting Guidelines 

The Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT) has developed this accessibility formatting guide to assist 
in the publication of research reports that are accessible and available without restrictions. To be included in 
the National Transportation Library portal, reports must comply with federal standards within Section 508 of 
the Rehabilitation Act, which requires electronic document accessibility for individuals with disabilities that 
may use a screen reader or other assistive device. Reports must be set up initially with attention to the 
following format elements explained in these guidelines: 

• Figures
• Equations
• Tables
• Charts
• Navigation
• Color Contrast
• Tagging/Bookmarks
• File Properties

Reports must also pass a Microsoft Word accessibility review described in this document prior to submitting 
them to MDOT. After receiving reports, if your document does not pass the accessibility review, you will be 
notified of the errors that need corrected. 

If you have further questions, please contact MDOT Librarian, Ms. Jennifer Herron, at (517) 230-6103 or 
HerronJ1@michigan.gov. 

mailto:HerronJ1@michigan.gov


2 

Figures 

After inserting an image or object, review its position to make sure “In Line with Text” is selected. Also, add 
alternative text (Alt-Text) when adding your image or object. The primary purpose of Alt-Text is to describe 
graphics to people who are unable to see them. Alt-Text can be added by selecting the image or object then 
clicking “Alt-Text” under the “Format” tab. If you are adding graphic design elements, please check the box 
indicating it as “decorative”. 

Tip: Does your image include labels or is it a diagram? Keeping a diagram in a document with words and 
symbols will produce errors when reviewed for accessibility and cause confusion when accessed by a someone 
who is visually impaired. This can be addressed by creating a labeled image.  Take a screenshot of the image 
and add it to your document with descriptive Alt-Text. 

Don’t include a generic description of your image, such as “picture” or “figure.” 
Do include a description of what the image is and what it is meant to show readers. 

Don’t forget Alt-Text for objects such as charts, tables, and graphs. 
Do include a description for objects that provide enough detail for someone who is visually impaired to be 
able to fully understand what information is being conveyed. 

Don’t rely on auto generated Alt-Text. 
Do review Alt-Text for all images. 



3 

Equations 

When adding equations, please use the “Equation” option listed under the “Insert” Tab. This ensures the 
equation is tagged appropriately and will pass the accessibility check.  

Tip:  Does your image include labels or is it a diagram?  Keeping a diagram in a document with words and 
symbols will produce errors when reviewed for accessibility (see page 2) and cause confusion when accessed 
with a screen reader by someone who is visually impaired. 

Don’t use the subscript or superscript button when entering or formatting math symbols or formulas. 
Do use the Insert Equation option within the text of your paragraph. 

Don’t add equations using Text Boxes. 
Do use the Insert Equation method described above. 



4 

Tables 

When including a table, be sure to use the Insert Table function and set the table headers. Select the “Insert” 
tab, click on “Table,” and choose the appropriate number of rows and columns.  

Once headers are set, highlight the header row. Click on the “Design” tab under “Table Tools”. Check the box 
for “Header Row”. On the ”Layout” tab, under “Table Tools”, select the option for “Repeat Header Rows” to 
make sure headers repeat if the table is split between pages. 

Once your data is entered, highlight the entire table. Right click the highlighted section then click on “Insert 
Captions” to add your table title. After adding your title, add Alt-Text by right clicking your table and selecting 
Table Properties.  

Don’t merge multiple cells in a table. 
Do consider using multiple tables instead. Merging too many cells causes problems for screen readers making 
it difficult for them to identify the appropriate elements of your table.    



5 

Charts 

Color should not be the only element used to distinguish data. Labels, patterns, and shapes/markers will also need to be 
added to make this information accessible for those who are blind or visually impaired. Charts will also need to include 
Alt-Text. To add Alt-Text, click the Format tab under Chart Tools and select the Alt-Text option. If you provide the data in 
a table before or after the chart, reference this in the Alt-Text. If no table with data is provided, you will need to add this 
information to the Alt-Text.  

Editing your table to make it more 
accessible is done through the 
Design and Format tabs.  

To adjust the color and fill, select a 
data series and double click. This 
will open the format tab where 
you can select a pattern fill. The 
same process can be used to add 
shapes or markers to line graphs.  

To add labels,click the Design tab and then on the ribbon, click Add Chart 
Element. 
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Navigation 

When adding new sections to your document, use the options available in the Style box (under the Home tab) to 
appropriately label headings.  

Preview your Navigation by clicking the View tab. From the ribbon, check the box for Navigation Pane. 

Once your document is complete, go to the beginning of the document and add a Table of Contents. This can be auto 
populated based  



7 

Color Contrast 

Does your document include text over a color background? If so, please review the color combinations for appropriate 
contrast. A contrast ratio of 4.5:1 is required for document accessibility. To test contrast, use WebAIM’s Contrast 
Checker tool - https://webaim.org/resources/contrastchecker/ . 

To review your color contrast, visit WebAIM’s Contrast Checker tool. Click on the object with filled color to activate the 
Drawing Tools tab. Click Format and then Shape Fill. From the dropdown menu that opens, click More Colors. From the 
window that opens, review the Red, Green and Blue color numbers. In WebAIM, click the color for Background Color. 
Enter the numbers from your Word object into WebAIM’s checker tool. Change the Foreground Color to the color of 
your text. If you used black or white, you can select the color from the list of basic colors.  

This color contrast will 
not pass WCAG 

This color contrast will 
not pass WCAG 

https://webaim.org/resources/contrastchecker/
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Tagging/Bookmarks 

Once you have finished the accessibility scan in Word, please ensure the document is tagged and bookmarked 
for accesibility. This can be completed as you save your document as a PDF. To do this, click the “File” tab then 
“Save As.” Now click on “More options” and change the file type to “PDF.” A new Options button should 
appear. 

Select this new “Options” button and check the box next to “Create bookmarks using.” This will tag your 
document and add bookmarks to different sections of the report .  



9 

File Properties 

When creating your document, it’s important to include properties. To edit the properties, access the “File 
tab” and click the down arrow next to “Properties” to select “Advanced Properties.” Please include a Title and 
Author(s) for your report.  



10 

How to Check Accessibility in Word 

Once file properties, figures, equations, and tables have been successfully integrated into a report using the 
Microsoft tools for accessibility, it is time to check the overall accessibility of the document. To do so, go to the 
“Review” tab and select “Check Accessibility”. Any accessibility errors will be identified in the “Inspection 
Results” window where you will have the ability to review and correct individual errors.  



11 

Web Resources 
See resources listed below for additional information.

Section 508 
• Create Accessible PDFs
• Test Electronic Documents
• Accessibility Training

Web Accessibility in Mind 
• PDF
• PDF Accessibility Checker
• Accessible Forms in Acrobat XI
• Converting Documents to PDF
• Microsoft Word
• Microsoft Word Accessibility Checker
• Converting to PDF
• Word Accessibility Training

Department of Health and Human Services 
• Intro to Accessibility
• Tagging PDF’s in Adobe
• How to Identify 508 Errors in PDF

NOAA Central Library 
• Section 508 Compliance - LibGuide

YouTube Videos: 
• Section 508 Just-In-Time Training Video
• Section 508 CoP: Accessibility
• Section 508 Workshop: Alternative Text

Best Practices
• Basic PDF Editing
• Creating Accessible Microsoft Word

documents

Great Lakes ADA Center: 
• Creating Accessible Documents with Adobe

InDesign (11/15/2018) 
• PDF Accessibility: A Deeper Dive - Exploring

Tools and Solutions (1/18/2018) 
• PDF Accessibility: Regulations, Risks, and

Strategies (11/16/2017)
• Creating Accessible Forms with

Adobe (1/21/2016)
• How do I know if my PDF is

accessible? (9/17/2015)
• Advanced Accessible PDF-Part 2: Tables,

Forms, and More! (11/21/2013)
• Advanced Accessible PDFs - Part 1. Building

Accessibility into Source 
Documents (9/19/2013) 

• Quick Checks for PDF
Accessibility (3/8/2011)

• Best Practices in Developing and
Disseminating Documents
Electronically (3/10/2010)

https://section508.gov/create/pdfs
https://section508.gov/test/documents
https://section508.gov/training
https://webaim.org/techniques/acrobat/
https://webaim.org/techniques/acrobat/acrobat
https://webaim.org/techniques/acrobat/forms
https://webaim.org/techniques/acrobat/converting
https://webaim.org/techniques/word/
https://webaim.org/techniques/word/#checker
https://webaim.org/techniques/word/#pdf
https://support.office.com/en-us/article/video-check-the-accessibility-of-your-document-9d660cba-1fcd-45ad-a9d1-c4f4b5eb5b7d?ui=en-US&rs=en-US&ad=US
https://www.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/Intro%20to%20Accessibility%20and%20508.pdf
https://www.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/pdf-tagging.pdf
https://www.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/pdf-tagging.pdf
https://www.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/how-to-identify-errors-in-pdf.pdf
https://noaa.libguides.com/Section508
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gDe828R_suI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PrStIBjGBac&list=PLwnuWJZgeu6xxQtw9ERZFBc0_SpA382Md
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_delzGjIFV4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_delzGjIFV4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1k_ONkflqsw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yiqD9fjetWw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yiqD9fjetWw
https://www.accessibilityonline.org/ada-tech/archives/110677
https://www.accessibilityonline.org/ada-tech/archives/110677
https://www.accessibilityonline.org/ada-tech/archives/110651
https://www.accessibilityonline.org/ada-tech/archives/110651
https://www.accessibilityonline.org/ada-tech/archives/110632
https://www.accessibilityonline.org/ada-tech/archives/110632
https://www.accessibilityonline.org/ada-tech/archives/110464
https://www.accessibilityonline.org/ada-tech/archives/110464
https://www.accessibilityonline.org/ada-tech/archives/110440
https://www.accessibilityonline.org/ada-tech/archives/110440
https://www.accessibilityonline.org/ada-tech/archives/10323
https://www.accessibilityonline.org/ada-tech/archives/10323
https://www.accessibilityonline.org/ada-tech/archives/10317
https://www.accessibilityonline.org/ada-tech/archives/10317
https://www.accessibilityonline.org/ada-tech/archives/10317
https://www.accessibilityonline.org/ada-tech/archives/10219
https://www.accessibilityonline.org/ada-tech/archives/10219
https://www.accessibilityonline.org/ada-tech/archives/10148
https://www.accessibilityonline.org/ada-tech/archives/10148
https://www.accessibilityonline.org/ada-tech/archives/10148
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MnDOT Research Implementation Project 
Guidelines and Process 

Appendix I
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What is the MnDOT Research Implementation Program? 
This program helps bring research into practice! Research Implementation Projects must demonstrate, 
test, or advance a new practice. The program offers funding to pilot test findings from research and 
innovation projects. The program offers the opportunity to assess new equipment, processes, and 
methodologies, develop curricula, and pilot test innovations. MnDOT Implementation Projects must 
strive to solve a problem, improve the quality or efficiency of services, improve safety, increase 
sustainability, or address an unmet need within MnDOT. 

What will the MnDOT Research Implementation Program fund? 
The Program does not fund the purchase of standard operating equipment, mass deployments, or basic 
research. Research Implementation Program projects may include feasibility or pilot testing of 
innovative products, equipment, procedures (including innovative construction projects), and tools. 
MnDOT Implementation Program funding may cover the development of curricula, modifications or 
development of tools or equipment. To determine feasibility of financing Construction Implementation 
Projects, reach out to the MnDOT Research Implementation Program Coordinator prior to turning in a 
Research Implementation Project Application. All Research Implementation Projects must include a 
testing or assessment phase and conclude with a written report of findings.   

Examples of Recent Implementation Program Projects 
Demonstration of Automatic Vehicle Location Technology in Grass Mowers 
Minnesota Department of Transportation Metro Barrier Extraction and LiDAR Project 

Research Resources 
Funded implementation projects must demonstrate, test, or advance a new practice. Ideally, Research 
Implementation Projects build on completed national, state, or local research. This may include research 
from the following programs:  

Federal Research Programs 
• National Cooperative Highway Research Program or other Federal Research Programs
• Pooled Fund Projects

State Research 
• MnDOT Research Program
• Other MnDOT sponsored research
• MnDOT Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS)
• MN Guidestar Program
• MnDOT Maintenance New Technology Research and Equipment Committee (NTREC) Program
• MnDOT’s Pavement Research Facility/MnROAD

Local Research 
• Local Road Research Board (LRRB)

mailto:katie.fleming@state.mn.us?subject=Research%20Implementation%20-%20Construction%20Project
https://mntransportationresearch.org/tag/avl/
https://researchprojects.dot.state.mn.us/projectpages/pages/projectDetails.jsf?id=10220&type=CONTRACT&jftfdi=&jffi=projectDetails%3Fid%3D10220%26type%3DCONTRACT
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Research Implementation Project Process 
Phase I: Submit a Research Implementation Project Idea 

1. Provide a short description of the implementation idea on the MnDOT/LRRB IdeaScale website:
http://mndot-lrrb.ideascale.com/.

2. Research Implementation Ideas must be submitted by a MnDOT employee.
3. The Transportation Research and Innovation Group (TRIG) will review Implementation Ideas and

select ideas that should to Phase II.

Phase II: Research Implementation Application Process 
1. MnDOT Research Services sends a Research Implementation Project Application to selected

idea submitters.
2. The Applicant completes the form as thoroughly as possible (more than one person can work on

the application) and submit to the MnDOT Research Implementation Program Manager.
3. Research Services can assist with completion of the final application.

Phase III: Review, Funding Decision and Completion of Work Plan 
1. The TRIG reviews final Research Implementation Proposals.
2. Each proposer presents (Typically 15 minutes plus 5 minutes for Q & A) their Implementation

Project Proposal to the TRIG board.
3. If approved, the proposer and Research Services determine an appropriate contracting

mechanism and work with the investigator to complete a detailed Implementation Project Work
Plan (either university or consultant). Research Services is available to assist with completion of
the Work Plan.

4. Once the Work Plan is approved, the project moves forward to the procurement stage (contract,
work order, etc.).

Phase IV: Project Begins, Communication, Report, and Close-out 
1. The Technical Lead ensures that the TAP includes appropriate stakeholders.
2. The Technical Lead, Research Services staff, and PI develop and execute a communication plan

that will communicate the goals and findings of the project to the target audience.
3. Project execution, monitor deliverables, and final report (all projects will require a written

report of findings).
4. Project Evaluation and Lessons Learned.

http://mndot-lrrb.ideascale.com/
mailto:katie.fleming@state.mn.us?subject=Research%20Implementation%20-%20Construction%20Project
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Research Implementation Project Application Guidance 
Section I: Project and Applicant Information 

A. Project Information
Q1. Project title needs to be explanatory and brief. Required.
Q2. Requested amount there is no true cap to funds requested; however, there are limitations
to how Research Implementation Funding may be used. Required.
Q3 and Q4. Expected start date and end dates references the span for the entire project,
including the final report/report of findings.

B. Applicant Information
Q5 through Q8. Applicant information is required.

• Technical Leads (TL) are critical to a successful project. If the applicant is not the TL, please
identify who will serve as the TL. This individual must be a MnDOT Employee.
Q9 and Q10. If the Applicant is not the TL, please provide the anticipated TL’s name and email.

C. Management Champion
Q11 through Q14. Identify a MnDOT Management Champion at the District Engineer, Assistant
District Engineer, or Office Director-level (not required, but strongly recommended).

Section II: Research Connection 
• Research Implementation Projects are an opportunity to apply research recommendations in a

pilot test or feasibility project.
Q1 through Q3 Include the title, project number (if known), and a link to the original study. If the
original report is not on the web, please send the original research report with the draft
application.

Section III: Implementation Project Description 
Q1. State the goal of this project. Example: This project aims to modify an existing tool used in 
maintenance operations.  
Q2. Describe the risk the project will address. Example: This project will reduce the risk of worker 
injury OR This project will improve the efficiency of X operations.  
Q3. Describe the consequences or outcomes associated the problem this project is trying to 
address. Example: the consequence of no action (not conducting the project), is continued 
worker injury caused by the unmodified equipment.  
Q4. Indicate the frequency of the consequences or outcomes, if no action is taken (if the project 
is not conducted). Select one option that best fit the frequency of the consequence. 

o Rare: This event may have happened previously in our agency or similar organizations.
However, in the absence of other information or exceptional circumstances, we would
not expect it to happen in the near future.

o Unlikely: The event has occurred infrequently in our agency or similar organizations.
Current controls and circumstances suggest the occurrence would be considered highly
unusual.
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o Possible: This event may have occurred occasionally in our agency or similar
organizations. Current controls or circumstances suggest there is a possibility of
occurrence.

o Likely: This event may have occurred in our agency or similar organizations on a regular
basis. Current controls or circumstances suggest there is a distinct probability of
occurrence.

o Almost Certain: This event occurs frequently within our agency, or with current controls
or circumstances, you expect an occurrence.

Q5. Summarize the proposed implementation project. Required.  
Q6 and Q7. Include the name and organization of the proposed consultant or investigator. 

Section IV: Tasks, Costs and Equipment 
A. Tasks and Deliverables
• Describe each task, corresponding deliverables, and anticipated duration. Add more tasks to the

application as needed.

B. Cost by Fiscal Year
• Break out costs by fiscal years. A state fiscal year starts 7/1 through 6/30. The fiscal year is

shown as the year number that corresponds with the year that 6/30 lands on. State fiscal year
(SFY) 19 spans 7/1/2018 through 6/30/2019.

C. Equipment
• Equipment purchases are permissible; however, the following limitations apply:

o Equipment purchases must be kept to a minimum and are limited to items necessary to
support the implementation project.

o Implementation funding may serve as seed money to demonstrate the viability of the
equipment. Pilot projects proposed should be limited to a specific area or location.

o Research Implementation Funding is not a funding source for full deployment of
equipment through the state.

o Research Implementation Funding may not be used to supplement equipment budget.
o Construction projects may be considered for Research Implementation Funding;

however, the feasibility of funding and reporting requirements should be discussed with
Research Services.

Section V: Department Support, Strategic Alignment, Outcomes and Benefits 
A. Technical Advisory Panel
• Identify four to six members of the Technical Advisory Panel (TAP).

o TAPs guide the research, and review and approve deliverables. Additionally, other
stakeholders may attend TAP meetings to stay informed of project progress, though
these “friends of the TAP” do not influence project scope or task approvals.

B. Alignment with MnDOT’s Research Strategic Priorities
• Briefly explain how the Implementation Project corresponds with MnDOT’s Strategic Research

Priorities

mailto:katie.fleming@state.mn.us?subject=Research%20Implementation%20-%20Construction%20Project
http://www.dot.state.mn.us/research/taps.html
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• Research Strategic Priorities Include:
1. Innovation & Future Needs: In order to better understand and meet the
transportation needs of the future, MnDOT must remain involved with future looking
research. MnDOT’s CAV-X and ITS offices are well positioned to lead some of that
research. Additionally, participation in national research programs, pooled fund
programs, and other regional research programs provide an additional opportunity for
MnDOT to engage in future looking and innovative research. Such programs also offer
an opportunity for MnDOT to leverage innovative and future need research in
partnership of peer transportation departments.
2. Advancing Equity:  The aim of this Research Strategic Priority is to recognize the role
research plays in the assurance of equitable access to safe and efficient transportation
systems. While research may not necessarily focus only on equity, MnDOT should
prioritize research projects that advance equitable access to safe and efficient
transportation systems.
3. Asset Management: Asset management Research Strategic Priority may include
research projects that focus on data collection processes and data management of asset
management data. Additionally, projects may include measurement of asset life cycle
and life cycle costs that inform preservation of assets and the measurement of Return
on Investment.
4. Safety: Safety is part of MnDOT’s Mission. The aim of this Research Strategic Priority
is to ensure all road users have access to a safe roadway system, work zones are safe for
the public and workers, and the MnDOT employees are able to do their work in the
safest way possible.
5. Climate Change & the Environment: As a Strategic Research Priority, Climate Change
& the Environment may manifest as research projects specific to endangered &
threatened species, wetland protections, salt use and incursion, congestion impacts on
air quality, and the impacts of MnDOT work on the environment.

C. Expected Outcomes
• Indicate expected outcomes of the Research Implementation Project from the list. If other

outcomes are expected, please select other and briefly describe it. Select all that apply.

D. Expected Benefits
• Briefly describe the expected benefits of the Research Implementation Project. Complete all

that apply.

E. Application of this Project
Q1. Indicate the target audience for the results of the Research Implementation Project. For
example, if the project aims to improve existing maintenance equipment, the target audience
would include maintenance crews, supervisors, and managers.
Q2. Indicate how the target audience may incorporate the results of the Research
Implementation Project into daily business.
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F. Communication Plan
• A communication plan is an important factor for a successful Research Implementation Project.

Take into consideration ways to inform the target audience about the project and the findings
from the project.

• Ideally, communication begins early in the project rather than at the project close.
Q1. Indicate how the target audience will be informed about this project. Some examples might
be presentations at group meetings, distribution of a one-pager, mass email, or webinars.
Q2. Indicate the timeline for the communication plan.

Once completed, send the draft application to MnDOT Research Implementation Program Coordinator 

Last updated 1/1/2019 

End of Document 

mailto:katie.fleming@state.mn.us?subject=Research%20Implementation%20-%20Construction%20Project


 
   

     

    
    

    
   

 
  

  
   

 
  

  

     

 
  

  

  
     

  
  

  
  

    

IMPLEMENTATION PROJECT PROPOSAL 
The Research Implementation  Program helps bring research into practice! Implementation 
project must demonstrate, test, advance, or evaluate an innovative practice, tool, process, or 
equipment.   
Successful Research Implementation proposals typically involve the application of previous 
research results through a pilot project, proof-of-concept validation, new method testing, or 
innovative equipment evaluation. Implementation projects may include development of a 
practitioner guide, manual of best practices, or training materials. The Research 
Implementation Program does not fund the purchase of standard operating equipment, 
mass deployments, or basic research. 

Research Implementation Funding Application Instructions 
1. Review the MnDOT Implementation Project Guidelines and Process.
2. Complete this form to the best of your ability. Note some questions are required.
3. Submit your draft application to Research Services, Research Implementation 

Manager.
4. Research Services will review and provide guidance to prepare the application for 

review by the Transportation Research and Innovation Group (TRIG). 
5. All proposed projects will be presented to the TRIG by the Champion or Technical

Lead during a scheduled TRIG Meeting.

Section I: Project and Applicant Information 
A. Project Information

1. Project Title:
2. Requested Amount: 
3. Expected Start Date:
4. Expected End Date: 

B. Applicant Contact
5. Applicant First and Last Name:
6. Applicant Office:
7. Applicant Email:
8. Applicant Phone Number: 

Instructions: The applicant typically serves as the Technical Lead. If the applicant will not serve as the 
Technical Lead, please complete questions nine and ten. If the applicant is the Technical Lead, skip questions 
nine and ten, and complete the remainder of the application. 

9. Technical Lead First and Last Name: 
10. Technical Lead Email: 
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C. Management Champion
11. Champion First and Last Name:
12. Champion’s Office or District: 
13. Champion’s Email: 
14. Champion’s Phone Number: 

Signature: Date: 

Section II: Research Connection 
1. Provide the title of the original research to be implemented:

2. Provide the original research project or contract number:
3. Provide a link to the original report (or include an electronic copy of the original 

study): 

Section III: Implementation Project Description 
1. State the goal of the implementation project:

2. Describe the problem or risk this implementation project will address:

3. Briefly describe the consequences or outcomes, if this problem or risk is not
addressed:

4. Select the frequency or probability of the consequences or outcomes
occurring, if this problem or risk is not addressed. See guidance document foradditional 
descriptions.

Rare: This event may have occurred in the past, but future occurrences are not expected. 

Unlikely: This event occurs infrequently and future occurrences are highly unusual. 

Possible: This event occurs occasionally and future occurrences are possible. 

Likely: This event may have occurred previously and future occurrences are probable. 

Almost Certain: This event occurred frequently and future occurrences are expected 
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5. Summarize the implementation project: 

6. Provide the First and Last Name of the proposed consultant or investigator:

7. Please, provide the proposed organization:
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Section IV: Tasks, Costs, and Equipment 
A. Tasks and Deliverables 
Instructions: If needed, more tasks may be added on a separate page.
Task 1 Description: 

Task 1 Deliverable: 

Task 1 Anticipated Start Date: Task 1 Anticipated End Date: 
Task 2 Description: 

Task 2 Deliverable:     

Task 2 Anticipated Start Date: Task 2 Anticipated End Date: 
Task 3 Description:  

Task 3 Deliverable:     

Task 3 Anticipated Start Date: Task 3 Anticipated End Date: 
Task 4 Description:  

Task 4 Deliverable:     

Task 4 Anticipated Start Date: Task 4 Anticipated End Date: 
Task 5 Description:  

Task 5 Deliverable:     

Task 5 Anticipated Start Date: Task 5 Anticipated End Date: 
Task 6 Description:  

Task 6 Deliverable:    

Task 6 Anticipated Start Date: Task 6 Anticipated End Date: 
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B. Cost by Fiscal Year 
Instructions: Show the costs by fiscal year. Projects should not span more than five fiscal years. 
If the project spans two or more fiscal years, please provide justification below. 
FY (7/1/ to 6/30/ ) Amount for fiscal year one 
FY (7/1/ to 6/30/ ) Amount for fiscal year two 
FY (7/1/ to 6/30/ ) Amount for fiscal year three 
FY (7/1/ to 6/30/ ) Amount for fiscal year four 
FY (7/1/ to 6/30/ ) Amount for fiscal year five 

Justification for implementation projects spanning more than two years: 

C. Equipment
List any equipment purchases planned for this project.
Expected cost:
Description:
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Section V: Department Support, Strategic Alignment, Outcomes, and Benefits 
A. Technical Advisory Panel 
Instructions: List key experts who you would suggest oversee the project and participate in decision-making. 
Ideally, your TAP should include four to six members. Add more as needed. 
TAP Guidelines

1. First and Last Name: 
Title: Organization: 

2. First and Last Name: 
Title: Organization: 

3. First and Last Name: 
Title: Organization: 

4. First and Last Name: 
Title: Organization: 

5. First and Last Name: 
Title: Organization: 

6. First and Last Name: 
Title: Organization: 

B. Alignment with MnDOT’s Research Strategic Priorities
Instructions: Describe how this project aligns with the following Research Strategic Priorities. Complete all 
that apply. For additional information, see MnDOT Research Implementation Project Guidelines and Process.

1. Innovation and Future Needs:

2. Advancing Equity:

3. Asset Management:

4. Safety:

5. Climate Change and Environment:
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C. Expected Outcomes
Instructions: Check all expected outcomes expected from this project. Select all that apply. 

New or improved technical standard, plan, or specification 
New or improved manual, handbook, guidelines, or training 
New or improved policy, rules, or regulations 
New or improved business practice, procedure, or process 
New or improved tool or equipment 
New or improved decision support tool, simulation, or model/algorithm (software) 
Evaluation of new commercial products to determine if they meet MnDOT needs 
Other, please specify 

D. Expected Benefits 
Instructions: Describe how the project may benefit the department in the following Research
Benefits. Complete all that apply 

1. Material Costs: 

2. Labor Costs:

3. Construction Costs: 

4. Life Cycle Costs: 

5. Environmental Impacts: 

6. Safety: 

7. Risks :

8. Sustainability:
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E. Application of this Project
1. Describe the individuals or groups who may use the results of this project:

2. Describe how these groups may make the results of this project part of their daily
business:

F. Communication Plan 
1. Describe how you will inform your target audience about the results of this project

(i.e. meetings, webinars, or demonstrations):

2. Describe timeline for your communication: 

Instructions: After completion of this form, save it with your project name and date. Email the 
draft form to Katie Fleming-Vogl. Research Services will review your proposal and assist with 
submission to MnDOT’s Transportation Research and Innovation Group (TRIG). 

Last updated 1/2/2019 
End of Application 
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